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This documentcontainsgraphic..]data necessaryfor the prelimi._arydesignof ballistic
_ missions to Saturn. Contours of launch energy requirements, as well as many other
launch and Saturn arrival parameters, are presented in launch date/arrival date space
lbr all laund_ opportunities from 1985 through 200S. in addition, an extensive text is
included which explains mission design methods, from laun-chwindow development to i
Saturn prube and orbiter arrival desigtz, utilizing the graphical data in this volume as
well as numerous equations relating various parameters. This zs tl;e Nrst.of a plan,ed
series of mixsion design documents wh/ch will apply to all planets and some other bodies










Thispublicationis one of a seriesof volumesdevotedto interplanetarytrajectoriesof
differenttypes. Volume l, of whichthe presentpublicationis Part4, describesballistic
trajectories.Part3, which was publishedin 1982, treatedballistictrajectoriesto Jupiter.
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: _ I. [ntroductlon but certddnly not unrealistic using future orbital asmmbly
technique,.
The purpose of this seriesof Mission Design Handbooks is
to provide trajectory designers and mission planners with A separate series of volumes (Ref. 3) is being published
; graphical trajectory information, sufficient for preliminary concurrently to provide purely geometrical (i.e., trajectory-
_ interplanetary mission design and evaluation. In most respects indepen(ient) data on planetary positions and viewing/odenta-
the series is a continuation of the previous three volumes of tion angles, experienced by a spacecraft in the vicinity of these
the Mission Design Data, TM 33-736 (Ref. 1) and its predeces- planetary bodies. The data cover the time span through 2020
sots (e._;., Ref. 2); it extends their coverage to departures A.D., in order to allow sufficient mission duration time forall
through the year 2005 A.D. Earthdepartures,up to 2005 A.D.
The entire series is planned as a sequence of volumes, each The geometric data are presented in graphical form and
describing a distinct mission mode as follows: consist of 20 quantities, combined into eight plots for each
calendar year and each target planet. The graphsdisplay equa-
Volume I: Ballistic (i.e., unpowered) transfers be- torial declination and right ascensionof Earth and Sun (plan-
tween Earth and a planet, consisting of etocentric), as well as those of the target planet (geocentric);
_ one-leg trajectory arcs. For Venus and heliocentric (ecliptic) longitude of the planet, its heliocentric
Mars missions the planet-to-Earth return and geocentric distance; cone angles of Earth and Canopul,
trajectory data are also provided, clock angle of Earth (when Sun/Canopns-oriented); Earth-Sun-
Volume II: Gravity-Assist (G/A) trajectory transfers, planet, as well as Sun-Earth-planetangles; and finally, rise and
comprising from two to four ballistic set times for six deep-space tracking stations assumin8 a 6-deg
interplanetary legs, connected by suc- horizon mask. This information is similarto that in the second
cessive planetary swingbys, part of each of the volumes previously published (Ref. 1). )
Volume lll: DeIta-V-EGA (AVEGA) transfer trajec-
tories utilizing an impulsive deep-sp_ce II. ComputationalAlgorlthma
phasing and shaping burn, followed by a
returnto Earth for a G/A swingby maneu- A. O_IMIII D_t_q[Nia_
ver taking the spacecraft (S/C) to the The plots for the entire series were computer-generated. A
eventual targetplanet, minimum of editorial and graphic support was postulated from
Each volume consists of several parts, describing trajectory the outset in an effort to reduce cost.
opportunities for missions toward specific target or swingby
bodies. A number of computer programs were created and/or modi-
fied to suit the needs of the Handbook production.
This Volume I, Part 4 of the series is devoted to ballistic
J transfers between Earth and Saturn. It describes trajectories The computing effort involved the generation of arrays of
transfer trajectory arcs connecting departure and arrival
_- taking from 2 to 10 y_ars of flight time for the 21 successive
mission opportunities, departing Earth in the following years: planets on a large number of suitable dates at each body.
19_:4/5, 1985/6, 1986/7, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, Algorithms (computational models) to solve this problem can
19_'}, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, vary greatly as to their complexity, cost of data generated, and
2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005. resulting data accuracy. In light of these considerations, the
choice of methods used in this effort has been assessed.
Individualvariables presented herein are described in detail
in subsequent _ections and summarized again in Section IV. B. Two-Body Conic Trllneter
;. Suffice it to say here that all the data are presented in sets of Each departure/arrivaldate combination represents a unique
11 contour plots each, displayed on the launch date/arrival transfer trajectory between two specified bodies, if the nth_ber
" date space for each opportunity. Required departure energy of revolutions of the spacecraft about the primary (e.g. the
C3, departure asymptote decihlatinn and right ascension, Sun) is :pecifled. The Lambert Theorem provides a suitable
arrival V and its equatorial directions, as well as Sun and framework for the computation of sucb pzimary-centered
Earth direction angles with respect to *.hedeparture/arrival trajectories, but it is of practical usefulness only if restricted
.. asymptotes, are presented, two-body conic motion prevails.
It should be noted that parts of the launch space covered Restricted two-body motion implies that the dynarn;zal







is so muchmoremassivethanthe other, thatallof the system's l_. 2a
t gravitationalattractionmay be assumedas concentratedat a [-
point-the center of that primarybody. The secondarybody l
of negligiblemass (e.g., the spacecraft)then moves in Kep-
lerian(conic) orbitsabout the primary(e.g., *.heSun) in such
a way that the centerof the primaryis located at one of the
foci of the conic(an ellipse,parabola,orhyperbola).
The LambertTheoremstatesthat givenavalueof the gravi-
tationalparameterp (alsoknownasGM) for the centralbody, EARTH
the time of flight between two arbitrarypoints in space,
Rn and R2, is a function of only threeindependentvariables: =_"PLANET
the sum of the distancesof the two points from the focus,
: [Rl [+ [R2[, the distancebetweenthe two pointsC = [R2 - Rt l, /
and the semimajoraxis,a, of the conicorbitalflightpath T=f(R1 +R2,C,a) /betweenthem(Fig.1.)
DetailedalgorithmdescriptionsoftheLambertmethod,in- Fig.1. TheLambertproblemgeometry
chding necessarybranchingand singularityprecautions,=re
presentedin numerouspublications,e.g., Refs. 2 and 4. The
computationsresultin a set of conicclassicalelements(a,e, i, the hyperbolicexcessvelocity,"V.infmity" or simply"speed"
O,. ¢o.,ul) and the transferangle, Aut2, or two equivalent (e.g., Ref. 4). TheV, representsthevelocity of the spacecraft
spacecraftheliocentricvelocityvectors,V_ -one at depar- at a great distznce from the planet(wbere its gravitationalSiC i
• ture, the other at the arrivalplanet.Subtractionof the appro- attraction is practicallynegligible).It is attained when the
: priate planetary heliocentricvelocity vector, VhPLANETI, at spacecrafthas climbedaway from the departureplanet, fol-
the two correspondingtimes from each of these two space- lowinginjectionatvelocityVI:
craftvelocity-;ectorsresultsin apairof planetocentrtcvelocity
_/ 2#1states"at infinity"withrespectto eachplanet(Fig. 2): V. 1 = V2 - _ , km/s (2)
V'l =V_s/c _t l - Vhet.a_ET l (1)
or beforeit startsitsfall into the arrivalplanet'sgravitywell,
wherei = 1 and2 referto positionsat departureandarrival, whereit eventuallyreachesa closestapproach(periapse,C/A)
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i]_i Vp --_/V 2. + _ , km/s (3) modest gravitationalperturbationsthe spacecraft conic motion
-. = 2#2 Pseudostate theory is eased on the assumption that for
2 rp about the primaryand the pseudo-conic displaceme t du_ t a
third body may be superimposed, if certainrules are followed.
The 3Llesr! and rp refer to the departure injection and
ardv.'d pe.;' 2se planetocentric radii, respectively. Values for The method, as applied to transfer trajectory generation,
the _ravitational parameter/_ (or _M) are given in subsequent does not provide a flight path-only its end states. It .,,elvesthe
Section V on constants, original Lambert problem, however, no_ between the true
; planetary positions themselves, but instead, between two corn-
The V. vectors, computed by the Lambertmethod, repre- puted "pseudostates." These are obtaineK by iteration on two
_t sent a body center to body center transfer. They can, however, displacement vectors off the planetary ephemeris positions on
be translated parallel to themselves at either body without the dates of departure and arrival. By a suitable superposition
excessive error due to the offset, and a great variety of realistic with a planetocentric rectUinear impact hyperbola and a
, departure and arrival trajectofl s may thus be constructed cons.ant-velocity, "zero gravity," sweepback at each end of i
I through their use, to be discussed later. The magnitude and the Lambertian conic (see Fig. 3), a satisfacto:'y match is i
i: direction of V. as well as the angles that this vector forms obtained. ]
, with the Sun and Earth direction vectors at each terminus are
• requiredfor these mission design exercises. Of the Fwe arcs involved in the iteration, the last three
' (towards and at Yaturn) act over the full flight time, ATI2,
i Missions to the relatively small terrestrialplanets are suited and represent:
, to be analyzed by the Lambertmethod, as the problem can be
:' adequately represented by the restricted two-body formula- (1) Conic heliocentric motion between the two pseudo-
_ tion, resulting in flight time errors of less than 1 day-an states R_ and R_ (capital R is used here for all helio-
_I accuracy that cannot even be read from the contour plots centric petitions),
presented in this document.
_I (2) The transformation of R_ toa planetocentrlcposition,
"i r2 (lower case r is used for planetocentdc positions),
I C. Pleuck_tlito Method performed in the usual manner is followed by a
"constant.velocity" sweepback in time to a point
Actual precision b.terplanetary transfer trajectories, espe. r_ = r_ -V. 2 X &'r12, cocrecting the planetocentric
dally those involving 'he giant outer planets, do noticeauly position r_ to what it would hive been at T I, had
violate the assumptions inherent in the Lambert Theorem. there been no solar attraction during ATI2, and
The restricted two-body problem, on which that theorem is finally,
based, is supposed to describe the conic motion o_ a massless
secondary (i.e., the spacecraft) about the point mass of a pri- (3) The planetocentric rectilinear incoming hyperbola,
mary attractive body (i.e., the Sun), both objects being placed characterized by: incoming V-infinity V.2, a radial
in an otherwise empty Universe. In reality, the gravitational ,- .... ,,
attraction of either departure or targetbody may significantly / s " "_ " _alter the entire transfer trajectory. _
/ •
Numerical N-body trajectory integration could be called / NO-GRAVITY %
i upon to represent the true physicrl model for the laws of I SUN SWEEPBACK It _ t
/RI V= X AT _ t i
i, motion, but would be too costly, consideringthe numberof EAR"__-_ 2 12 I I
• complete trajectoriesrequired t¢ fui;, searchand describea _vRf _ it. \ I': RECTILINEAR
i givenmissionopportunity. _1_ " -'q_ _ "_ HYPERBOLA,
(Ref. 5) and modified tO solve the three-body Lambert prob- " " ' "_-_.4pe.,,.,,,_ /lem by D. V. Bymes (Ref. 6), represents an extre ely useful PLANET
improvement over the standardLambert solutJo.. For the LAMBERT CONIC
giant planet missions, it can correct about 95 percent of the AT12 /Jr_ = R_ - R2
three-body errcn incurred, e.g., up to 30 days in flight time on
a Saturn.bound journey. Fig. 3, Pmudmtate tramfer geometry
1983019771-012
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target planet impact, and a trip.time AT12 from r_ weeks,is thus definable:on any day within its confinesthe
to perijove,which canbe satisfiedby iteration on the capability of a g_'an launch/injectionvehiclemust.ecmaloz
; r2-magmtude and thus also on P_. exceed the departure energy requirement for a specified
payload weight.
This last aspect provides for a great simplification of the
_ormulation as the R_ end-point locus now moves only along In the course of time these minimum departure _ergy
: the V. 2 II :_ vector direction. The resulting reduction in corn- opportunities do recurregularly,at "synodic period" intervals,
_" puting cost is significant, and the equivalence to the Lambert reflecting a repetition of the relative angular geometry of the
point.to-point conic transfermodel is attract_,e, two planets. If co] and co2 are the orbital anguhu-rates of the .t
inner and outer of Me two planets, respectively, moving about
The f'_t two segraents of the transferassociated with the the Sun in circular orbits, then the mutual configuration of
departure planet may be treated in a like manner. If the planet the two bodies changes at the following rate:
" is Earth, the pseudostate correction may be disregarded(i.e.,
_" R_ = R!), or else the duration of Earth's perturbative effect wz2 = cos " w2 ' rad/s (4)
may be reduced to a fraction of AT. 2. It can also be set to
equal a fixed quantity, e.g., ATi = 2[Jdays. The latter value If a period of revolution, P, is defined as
was in fact used at the Earth's side of the transfer in the p 21r
- , s (5)
data generation process t'orthis document, co
then
The rectilinear pseudostate method described above and in
Ref. 7 thus involves an iterative procedure, utilizing the 1 1 1 (6)
standard Lambert algorithm to obt_tna starting set of valse.,. _ = Pz /'2
for W. at each end of the transfer arc. This first guess is then
improved by allowing the planetocentric pseudos'ate position where Ps, the synodic period, is the period of planetary
• geometry recurrence, while P., and P3 are the orbital "sidereal
: vector r_ to be scaled up and down, using a _,uitablopartial at (i.e., inertial) periods" of the inner (faster) and the outer
either body, such that AY"_o, the time r_r_uiredto fall along
' the rectilinear hyperbola thrcagh r_ (the sum of the sweep- (slower) planet considered, respectively.
back distance V.i × ATi andthe p!ar,etocentricdistanceIr_1), Sinceplanetary orbitsare neither exactly circularnor co-
equalthe gravitationalperturbatior,duration,_T i. Bothr_ and planar, launch opportunitiesdo not repeat exactly, some
V..i, al.3_,t_which the rectilinesrfall occurs,arecontinuously years being better than othersin energyrequirementsor in
resetutilizing the latestvaluesof magnitudeand directionof other parameters.A completerepeatof trajectorychazltcter-
IF. at eachend, [, of tb._new Lambert transfezarc, asthe istic• _-:_trs only whenexacfl?'the sameorbital geometryof
iteration progresses. The procedure converges rapidly as the departure and arrival body recurs. For negfistbly perturbed
hyperbolic trip time discrepancy, _T = liTRE q - AT"i, f_s planets approximately identical inertial pol£tions in space at
below s preset small tolerance, departure and arrival imply near-recurrence of transfer tra-
jectory characteristics. Such events can rigorously be assessed
Once the V. vectors at each plane_ are converged upon, only for nearly resonant nonprecessing planetary orbit.'.,i.e.,
; the desked output varial:;s can be generated and contour for those whose I:eriods can be related in terms of integer
plotted by existing standard algorithms, fractions. For instance, if five revolutions of one body cor- /
respond to three revolutions of the other, that time intarval
would constitute the "period .,f repeated characteristics"
III. Trajectory Characteristics Near-integer ratios provide nearly repetitive configurations
with respect to the lir.es of"apsldes and nodes. The Earth-
A. MiSSIon 84NICO relative synodic period of Saturn is 378.092 days, i.e., about
All realistic launch and injection vehicles axeenerw-limited 12.4 months. Each cycle of 28 consecutive Saturnian mission
and impose very stringent constraints on the interplanetary opportunities amounts to 10586.6 days and is nearly repetitive,
mimon selection process. Only those transfer opportunities driven by Saturn's siderealperiod of 29.4571 ) _an or 10759.2
which occur near the times of a minimum Earth depm_ure dayt it is obvious that for an identical mutual angular geom.
energy requirement are thus of practical interest. On either etry Saturn would be found short of J.'sinertial position in tl_,
side of such an optimal date, departure energy increases, first previous cycle by 172.6 days worth of motion (5.78 deg_.
slowly, followed by a rapid increase, thus requiring either a while Earth would have completed 10586.6/365.25 = 28.3_.<
greater launct, capability, or alternatively a lower allowable revolutioqs, being short of the old mark by the same ansular
payload mare. A "launch period/' measured _.:_days or even amount as Saturn. •
. [.
1983019771-013
A mu=h closerrepetition of characteristicsocc'_rssl_i_'-"__G_t, a 100-daydeparturedatecoveragespan
beyond two full Saturn revolutions (2 X 29.4571 = 59.9142 was selected, primarily in order to encompass launcn energy
years 21518.405 days), after 57 Saturn-departure oppor- requirements of up to a C3 = 220 km2/s 2 contour, where
tunities (57 X 378.092 = 21551.244 days = 5°00409 years) C3 = V.2r i.e., twice the injection energy per unit mass,
showing an inertial position excess of only 1.099 degs., 32.839 Ez V_./2. Arrival date coverage was set at 3000 days to
days woith of Saturn motion beyond the original design display missions from 2- to 10-year flight time.
arrivalpoint. The matrix of departure and ar_val dates to be presented
A variety of considerations force the realisticlaunch period comprises the "mission space" for each departure opp')rtunity.
not to occur at the minimum energy combination of depar- B. Transfer TraJ_to_ture and arrivaldate--.Launch vehicle readine,_ status, proce-
dure slippage, weather anomalies, multiple launch strategies, As previously stated, each pair of departure/arrival dates
• arrivalcharacteristics-all cause the launch or, more generaily, specifies a unique transfer trajectory. Each such point in the
the departure period to be extended over a number of days or w.ission space has associated with it an array of descriptive
weeks and not necessarily centered on the minimum energy, variables. Departure energy, characterizedby ('3, is by far the
4ate. most significant _.-no.-.gthese parameters. It increases towards
ERRTH- SRTURN 1992 , C3L TFL
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the edges of the mission space, but it also experiences a dra- out of the ecliptic ar.d forces a polar 180.deg transfer, in order
• rustic rise along a "ridge," passing diagonally from lower left to pick up the target'svertical out-of-plane displacement.
to upper right across the mission space (Fig. 4). This distur-
bance is associated with all diametric, i.e., near-180-deg, The obvious sole exception to this rule is the nodal transfer
transfertrajectories (Fig. 5). mission, where departure occurs at one node of the target
planet orbit plane with the ecliptic, wherea; arrival occurs at |
In 3-dimensional space the fact that all planetary orbits are the opposite such node. In these special cases, which recur Inot strictly coplanar causes such diametric transfer arcs to every half of the repeatabil/ty cycle, discussed in the preceding
require high ecliptic inclinations, culminating in a polar flight paragraph, the transfer trajectory plane is indeterminate and
path for an exact 180-deg ecliptic longitude increment be- may as well lie in the departure planet's orbit plane, thus
, tween departure and arrival points. The reason for this requiring a lesser departureenergy (Fig. 6). The opposite strat-
behavior is, as shown in Fig. 5, that .the Sun and _,"_- trajec- egy (i.e., a transfer in the arrivalplanet's orbit plane) may be
tory end points must lie in a single plane, while they are also preferredff arrivalenergy, V.. 2, is to be minimized (Fig. ?).
lining up along the same diameter across the ecliptic. The
slightest target planet orbital inclination causes a deviation It should be noted that nodal transfers, being associated
with a specific Saturn arrivaldate, may show up in the data on _
= TRUETRANSFER severalconsecutiveSaturnianmissionopportunitygraphs(e.g.,
: ANGLE 1996-2001), at pointscorrespondingto the particularnodal
_1 = TRANSFERANGLE arrival date.Their missionspacepositionmoves,from upper-
POLAR IN ECLIPTICPLANE tunity to opportunity, along the 180-degtransferridge, by
'_ TRANSFER PLANET graduallyslidingtowardsshortertrip timesandearlierrelative
ORBIT departuredate¢ Only oneof theseopportunitieswouldoccur
PLANE at or near the minimum departureenergy or the minimum "i
: TARGET arrival V= date, which require a near-perihelionto near-
PLANET aphelion transfer trajectory. These pseudo-Hohmann odal
POSITIONS transferopportunitiesprovide significantenergyadvantages,
I t
_1 = i80° f(_l) but represent singularities,i.e., single-time-point missions, .with extremely high error sensitivities.Present-daymission
ECLIPTIC planningdoesnot allow singlefixed-time departurestrategies;
however, future operationsmodes,e.g., spacestation "on-
- _ |///j_ ./_app_ time" launch, or alternatelyEarth gravity assist(repeated)
encounterat a-specifictime, may allow the advantagesof a
EARTH _1 nodaltransferto beutilizedin full.
Fig.6. Effectof transferangleuponinclinationof The 180-degtransfer ridgesubdividesthe mission space
. trajectoryarc into two basicregions:the Type I trajectoryspacebelow the
ridge, exhibiting less than 180.deg transfer arcs, and the
.PLANETORBIT Type II spacewhosetransfersare longer than 180 deg. In
/PLANE TRANSFER genera_the first type alsoprovidesshortertrip times.
V==2 MIN.): Trajectories of both types are further subdivided in two
_: PLANETAT NODE_m _--_ parts-Classes1 and 2. These are separated,generallyhod-
AT ARRIVAL _ --._ zontslly, by a boundary representing the locus of lowest
/ }'_ INTERMEDIATE
'_ /_ \ "_/' .; TRANSFER C3 energyfor each departuredate. Classesseparatelongerduration missions from shorter ones within each type. Type I,
SUN_,_" ///_ ECLIPTIC shorterClassl mi i°ns c°uld thus be prefc "='dbecause°fthe rtr ptime . _\ _\ / / I TRANSFER
__ (MIN.C3L) Transfer energiesbecomeextremelyhigh for very short
: _.._.__._._jw trip times, in(mite if launchdate equalsarrival date, and of
EARTHAT NODE course,meaninglessfor negativetrip times.
" AT DEPARTURE
:' The reason that high-inclination transfers, as found along
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Fig. 7, Missionspacewith nodaltrmmfar
ture is that the spacecraftvelocity vectordue to the Earth's
eclipticinadditionto theneedto acquirethe requiredtransfer C3NODAL = _ - 1 _ 105km2/s)
trajectory ,_nergy.The value of C3 on the ridge is large but (8)
: finite; its saddle point minimum value occurs for a pseudo-
Hohmann (i.e., perihelion to aphelion) polar transfer, requiting This is the lowest value of C3 required to fly from Earth to _
Arrival V-tnfmlty, V. A . is at its lowest when the transfer
: trajectory is near-coplanar and tangential to the target planet
: where Y_ = 29.766 km/s, the Earth's heliocentric orbital orbit at arrival. _,,
velocity, and ap = 9.54 AU, Saturn's(the arrivalplanet's) semi-
major axis. By a similar estimate, it can be shown that for a Both Cs and V.,, near the fldge can be danlflcanfly low.
true nodal pseudo-Hohmann transfer, the minimum energy ered if deep-space deterministic maneuvers are introduced into ,,
: required would reduce to the mission. The "broken.plane" maneuvers are a category of
] 9830] 977 -0 6
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such ridge-counteracting measures, which can nearly eliminate POLAR
all vestigesof the near-180-degtransferdifficulties. TRANSFER
: The basic principle employed in broken-plane transfersis to l_
avoid high _cliptic inclinations of the trajectory by performing PLANET IL
a plane change maneuver in the general vtcini.W of the halfway !
point, such that it would correc; the spacecraft's aim toward [_.
the targetplanet's out-of-ecliptic position (Fig. 8).
Graphical data can be presented for this type of mission,
but it requires an optimization of the sum of critical _F I
'_ expenditures. The decision on which AVs should be included
, must be based on some knowledge of overall stagingand arrival ;_
intention%e.g.,departureinjectiox,and arrivalorbit insertion ECLIPTI_ ,_OPTIMALvehicle capabilities and geometric constraintsor objectives
I
contemplated.Asanillustration,a sketchof resultingcontours EARTH BROKEN- l.'
PLANE )i:
of" C3 is shownin Fig. 9 for a typical broken-planeoppor- TRANSFER
tunity represented as a narrow strip covering the ridge area
: (Class 2 of Type l and Class 1 of Type lI) on a nominal 1992 Fig.8. Brokan-planetremor glometry
EARTH - SATURN 1992 , C3L TFL
• BP4.LISTIC TI_NsF'rI_ TRf_ECTORY
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launch/arrivaldate C3 contour plot. The deep-spacemaneuver hla_,m_3 = W,,I 2, called out as C3L in the plots and
AVs e is transformed into a C3 equivalent by converting the representing twice the kinetic energy (per kilogramof injected
new broken-plane C3m, to an injection velocity at parking mass) which must be matched by launch vehicle capabilities,
orbit altitude, adding AVm,, and converting the sum to a new and the V-infinity direction with respect to the inertial Earth
and slightly largerC3 value at each point on the strip. Mean Equator and equinox of 1950.0 (EME50) coordinate
system: the declination (i.e., latitude) of the outgoing asymp-
C. kaunch/In_etion Geometry tote 8,, (called DLA), and its right ascension (i.e., equatorial
east longitude from vernal equinox, T) a, (or RLA). TheseThe primary problem in departure trajectory design is to
three quantities are contour-plotted in the handbook data pre-
match the mission-required outgoing V-infinity vector, V, to sented in this volume.
the specified launch site location on the rotating Earth. The
site is def'med by its geocentric latitude, @L,and geographic 1. Launch azimuth problem. The first requirement to be
east longitude, XL (Figs. 10 and 11). met by the trajectory analyst is to establish the orientation of ,
Range safety considerations prohibit overflight of popu. the ascent trajectory plane (Ref. 8). In its simplest form this '+
lated or coastal areasby the ascendinglaunch vehicle. For each plane must contain the outgoing V-infinity (DLA, RLA) +
launch site (e.g., Kennedy Space Center, Western Test Range, vector, the center of Earth, and the launch site at lift-off ;+
or Guiana Space Center), a sector of allowed azimuth firing (Fig. 10). As the launch site partakes in the siderealrotation of
directions Y'Lis defmed (measured in the site's local horizontal the Earth, the continuously changing ascent plane manifests
plane, clockwise from north). For each launch vehicle, the itself in a monotonic increaseof the launch azimuth, ZL, with
allowed sector may be further constrained by other safety lift-off time, tL, (or its angularcounterpart,o_.. - '_L,measured
in the equator plane):considerations, such as spent stage impact locations down the
rangeand/or down-rangesignificant event tracking capabilities.
cos@Lx tan - xcos(%- %)
The outgoing V-infinityvectoris a slowlyvaryingfunction cotanZL =
- %)
of departureandarrivaldate andmay be consideredconstant
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i- The daily time history of azimuthcanbe obtainedfrom Eq. GREENWIC!_
(9) for a given ¢., 6. depait_re asymptote directionby MERIDIAN
following quadrant rules explained i,c]ow and using the Oh GMT A GREENWICHHOUR ANGLE
followingapproximateexpressions(seeFig ! 1): EAST LONGITUDE OF_X (GHA)
,_ LAUNCH SITE _/_
',, (_L = XL + GHADATE+ OJEARTHX tL (10) c_ i
/_ AL i
; _ GHADArE = 100.075+ 0.9856123008 X dso (1I) _'_ co'tL_k[o_-_f _ / EQUINOX 1L _UNCHSITE\ d - I -- _'_ _a '_
/ _ DEPARTURE
_, o_z, = Right ascensionof launchsite(¢_L'XL) at ANGLE TRAVERSED _ ASYMPTOTE
tL (deg) BY LAUNC SITE _ MERIDIAN
SINCE Oh GMT \
• GHADATE = Greenwichhour angle at 0a GMT of any OF LAUNCH DATE LAUNCH SITE
: date, the eastward angle between vernal AT LAUNCH, tL (GMT)
equinoxandthe Greenwichmeridian(deg),
assumesequatorisEME50.O Fig. 11. Earthequatorplanedefinitionof angle=involnd
':_ ¢OEARTH = sidereal (inertia]) rotation rate of Earth in the launch problem
(15.041067179 deg/h of mean solar time)
dso = launch date in terms of full integer days tire) and 360.0 deg in the fourth quadrant (when cotan Y-
elapsed since 0_ Jan. 1, 1950 (days) is negative).
tL = lift-off time (h, GMT, i.e., mean solar time) A generalized plot of relative launch _timetRLT vS launch
azimuth 2;L can be constructed based on Eqs. (9) and (12),
if a fixed launch site latitude is adopted (e.g., _L = 28.3 degA relative launch time, tRLT, measured with respect to an for Kennedy Space Flight Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida).inertia] reference (the departure asymptote meridian's right
ascent.ion o_), can be defined as a sidereal time (Earth's Such a plot is presented in Fig,. 12 with departure asymptote
rotation rate is 15.0 deg/h of sidereal time, exactly): declination 6. as the contour parameter.The plot is applicable
to any realistic departure condition, independent of _,., date,
or true launch time tL (Ref. 9).
tRLT = 24.0 , h (12)15.0 2. Daily lmmch windows, Inspection of Fig. 12 indicates
This time represents a generalized sidereal time of launch, that generally two contours exi._t for each declination value(e.g., 6. = -10 deg), one occurring at tRLT during the a.m.
elapsed since the launch site last passed the departure asymp- hours, the other in the p.m. hours of the asymptote relative
tote meridian,o_. "day."
The actual Greenwich Mean (solar) Time (GMT) of launch, Since lift-off times are bounded by preselected launch.site-
tL, may be obtained from rR/.T by transforming it to mean
solar time and adding a date, site, and asymptote.dependent dependent limiting values of launch azimuth _'L (e.g., 70 deg
and 115 des), each of the two declination contours thus con.
adjustment: tains a segment during which launch is permissible-"a launch
window." The two segments on the plot do define the two
IRLT X 15,0 _- - GHADATE " XL (EAST) availabledaily launch windows.
, (13)
tL : (DEART H OJEARTH
." As can be seen from Fig. 12, for 6. : 0, the two daily
The expression for 2;L (Eq. 9) must be used with computa- launch opportunities are separated by exactly 12 hours; with
tional regard for quadrants, singular points, and sign conven- an increasing [6, I they close in on each other, until at 16. I=
tions. If the launch is known to Ee direct (i.e., eastward), I_LI they merge into a single daily opportunity. For 16.1 >
' then Y_L' when cotan 2:1, is negative,must be correctedto 10LI, a "split" of that singlelaunchwindowoccurs,diufllow-
Zl, = _LNEG + 180.0. For retrograde(westward)launches, ing an ever-increasingsectorof azimuth values.This sectoris
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Fig. 12. Generalized relative launch time tRL T v.slaunch azimuth _:L and departure asymptote declination _..
; Pair of typical example launch windows for 8. = -10 deg shown by bold curve segments
(reproduced from Raf. 9).
cos 8= The angularequatorial distance between the ascending node
sin T•I.LIMJ T = ± COS_)---'-_ (14) and the launch site meridian is given by
As 6. gets longer, the sector of unavailable launch azimuths sin @I.X sinE_
reaches the safety boundaries of permissible launches, and sin (_. - [Z) = sin i (16) :
planar launch ceases to exist (Fig. 13). This subject will be
', addressedagainin thediscussionof "dogleg" ascents. Quadrantrulesfor thisequationinvolvethe observationthat a
i: negative cos _z, places (_t. - I_.Iinto the second or third quad-
Figure 14 is a sketch of a typical daily launch geometry rant, while the sign of sir, (% - Q) determines the choice
situation, shown upon a Mercator map of the celestial sphere, between them.
The two launch windows ex_.ibit a similar geometry since the
inclinations of the ascent trajectory planes are functions of The rangeangle 0 is measured in the inertial ascent trajec-
launch site latitude OL and azimuth _t. only: tory plane from the lift.off point at launch all the way to thedeparture asymptote direction, and can be computed for a
given launch time tL or ¢=. - eL(t/.) and an azimuth _L
cosi = cosgL X sin2;L (15) alreadyknownfrom Eq. (9) asfollows:
The two daily opportunitiesdo differ greatly, however,in cos0 = sin8.. X sin$_.+ cos8.. X cos$_.X cos(_..- ¢=z.) _
: the rightascensionof the ascendingmodeQ of the orbit and :,







18o _ (a. - %)x cos
o = (18)
, _z c160
The extent of range angle 0 can be anywhere between
m 140 0 deg and 360 deg, so both cos 0 and sin 0 may be desiredin
_ its determin:ztion. The range angle e is related to the equa.
,_ 120 torial plane angle, _ = a. - %, discussedbefore. Even
-I- though the two angles are measured in different planes, they
P" 100 both represent the angulardistance between launch and depar-D
: __ ture asymptote, and hence they traverse the same numb.r of
N quadrants.
'_ z 60 Figure 15 represents a generally applicable plot of cenL,al
range angle e vs the departure asymptote declination and<
-J 40 launch az/muth, computed udng Eqs. (17) and (18) and a
' launch site latitude _ = 28.3 (Cape Canaveral). The twin -'
20 dally launch opportunities are again ev/dent, showing the
significant difference in avzilable rangeangle when following a
0 vertical, constant 8. line.
-90-70 -50 -30-10 10 30 50 70 90
ASYMPTOTEDECLINATION _o=,deg It is sometimesconvenientto reversethe computations[
Fig.13. Permissibleregionsof azimuthvsasymptote procedure and determine launch az/muth from known range
dlmlinationlaunchspadefor CapeCanaveral angle# and tRLT, i.e., Aa = ¢Z - aL, asz'ollows:
ASYMPTOTE RELATIVE LAUNCH TIME tRJ.T, h BY DEFINITION
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 ,T = 0h = 24h AT
-40 ,_,Lo I LAUNCH I I ,2NDWINDOW MERIDIANI/CLOSES ATI AZIMUTH I
i_'_ I_EC [ _ I_ ZL.c =1100 _/ DAILYTRACK
- -, _
_30 OF AUNCH SITE
-20 "IST WINDOW / _1
._ '. 2ND WINDOW O
OPENS..A._ _Q /
_. = 70t> Wl OP
-10 - /'o / CLOSESA_F ;_ _ 2;/.., 70u "_ \ /I / _ _4,no f _ O "_
. EASTE' Y _/-C -110 j , _ -O "_'/,'-_ I
H- LAUN. o" ' ' -Q-' ¢'
1 YL =9U _S,,i 2 __ "_ I . ASSUMED V=.
¢O 1U( (A3SUMED) _\\ _.\\1 _" ASYMPTOTE
_ =_15o -___._" ¢_']_, LOCATION:




40 ;= '_ - %1=285°I , i I , I I I I
i -45 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 ,
" RIGHT ASCENSION_, deg
; (EARTH EQUATORIAL CELESTIAL LONGITUDE) ',
_" FIg. 14. Typi¢,llIlunehgeometryexlmpJl in _elestlll (inertial)Mereetoreoofdinatm :
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DEPARTUREASYMPTOTE DECLINATIOI_ 6==,deg
Fig.15. Centralrangeangle0 betweenlaunchsiteandoutgoingasymptotedirectionvsitsdeclinationandlaunchazimuth.
Pairof typicalexamplelaunchwindowsfor 8. - -10 dogshownby boldlinesegments
(reproducedfrom Ref. 8).
with the lighting conditions at lift-off and consequently allows
cos G X sin(_, - (_L) (19) a lighting profile analysis along the entire ascent arc.sin]_n = sir,0
The angle ZALS, displayed in Fig. 16, is defined as the
sin G - cos 8 X sin _L angle between the departure V. vector and the Sun-to.Farm
cos _;z. = sin e X cos ¢L (20) direction vector. It allows some judgment on available ascentugh_s.
Figure 16 displays a 3.dimensional spatial view of the same The h,ngth of the range angle required exhibits a complex
typical launch geometry example shown previously in map behavior-the first launch window of the example in Figs. 14
format in Fig. 14. The difference in available range angles as and 16 often a longer range angle than the second, but the
_, welt as orientation of the trajectory planes for the two daily second launch window opens up with a range angle so short
launch opportunities clearly stands out. In addition, the figure that direct ascent into orbit is barely possible. Further launch
:. illustratesthe relationshipbetween the "tint" and "second delay shortensthe rangeevenfurther, forcingthe acceptance
daily" launch windows, definedin asymptote-relativetime, of a very long coast(one full additionalrevolutioninparking
try,2,, as contrasted with "morning" or "night" launches, orbit) before transplanetary departure Injection. A detailed
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01 BURNING ARC OF BOOSTERVEHICLES INTO PARKING ORBIT _;
02 BURNING ARC OF FINAL STAGETHRUST
0 RANGE ANGLE BETWEENLAUNCHSITE AND DEPARTURE RADIAL ASYMPTOTE 1
"- uooANGLE BETWEEN,"ERIGEE AND DEPARTURERADIAL ASYMPTOTE
uI TRUE ANOMALY OF INJECTION
Fig.17. Bali©geometryof the launchandascentprofileinthe trajectoryplane(after Raf.9)
departure trajectory isthus a trajectory design effort of para. r = per/apse radius, typically 6563 Ion, for a horizontal
mount importance (Fig, I7). P injection from a 185-km (lO0-nmi) parkingorbit _
3. Range angle adthmetic, For a viable ascenttrajectory /_ = GM, gravitations]parameterof Earth (refer to the _ '
design,the rangeangleO mu,,, first of S]I accommodatethe Tableof Constants.SectionV). ,.
twin burn arcs 0t and 0a, representing ascent into parking
orbit and transplanetary injection bum into the departure The proper addition of these tmjectow sub-arcs alto requll_
hyperbola. In add/t/on, it must also contain the angle from adjustment for nonhorizonts] injection (i.e., for the fl/ght
periapse to the It. direction, called "true anomaly of the path angle "It > 0), especially significant on direct ascent "
asymptote direction" (Fig, 18): mlulons (no coast arc) and missions with relatively low :'
thrust/weight ratio injection stages. The adjustment is accom-
- 1 pllthed as follows:
cosu. = CaXr (21) /!.l + _ # = Ot+ OCOASr+ Oa+ u - u! (22)
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C3 , km31s2
: _ Fig.18. Anglefromperigeeto depert_re_ymptote
v! = is the tree anomaly of the injection point, usually !cant role in the ascentorbit selection.A limit on max;_num
is ,_ear0 deg, and can be computedby iteration coast duration allowed (fuel boil.off, battery life, guidance
using: _,ro drift, etc.) may alsoinfluencethelon_Jshortparkingorbit
,_ decision. In principle, any number of additional parking orbit
eH sin o! / revolutions is permissible. ShuttJe launches of interplanetary
tan 71 - I + eH cos v! /// (23) missions (e.g., Galileo) are in fact required to use such addi-I
_. /..i tional orbits for cargo bay door opening and payload deploy-7/ = injection flight path angle ab/o._,-elocal horizontal, ment sequences. In such cases, however, the precessional
deg ./ effects of Earth's oblateness upon the parking orbit, primarily/
eH = eccentricity of the de_iure hyperbola: the regressionof the orbital plane, m,Jstbe considered.
4. Parld_ orbit relpresdon.The average regression of the
Je H = 1+ --C3 X rp (24) nodes (i.e., the points of spacecraftpas.asethrough the
z Pa equator plane) of a typical direct (prograde) circular parking
J orbit of 28.3-deg inclination with the Earth's equator, due to
To _._e Eq. (22) balance, the parking orbit coast arc, Earth's oblateness, amounts I_oabout 0.46 deg of westward
_T, must pJ_ up any alack remain!n8, as shown in nodal motion per revolution end can be approximately com-
/_di8. 17. A negative #COAST implies that the Y-z-so!utionwas puted from
j too short-ranged. A direct ascent with positive injection true
J anomaly p! (i.e., upward climbing flight path angle, 7t., at 540°X _ X J'2X cosi
injection)with attendantdzablegravitylosses,may be accept- _ = , deg/revolution (25)
able, or even dedrable (within limits) for such re!salons.
Alternately, the other solution for eL, exhlbitins the longer where
range angle e, and thus a longer perkins orbit coast, OCOAST,
should be implemented. An extra revolution in parking orbit r = Earth equatorial _rface redius, 6378 Ion
may be a viable alternative. _)ther considerations, such as
desire for a lightdde launch and/or injection, tracldn8 ship _o " circular orbit raC!us, typical]), 6748 km for an
location and booster impact constraints, may all play a dlpdf- orbital altitude of 370 km (200 nmi)
I'l




! "/2 -- 0.00108263 for Earth 6. Trackingandorientation. As the spacecraftmc,._,,,,ay
..a the Earth along the asymptote, it is seen .% c, : .ly
:-i i = parking orbit inclination, deg. Can be computed to: constant declination-that of the departure asym_,_*c,. 8,
a giv:_,;launch geometry from (OLA in the plotted data). The value of DLA great'.. :ects
tracking coverage by stations located at wrio ',:,ides;
cosi= cos@LX sinZL (26) ,.g._estdailyspacecrafte_evations,andthusbes_.x,-_va_,are _"-
e_,,o__u ty stationswhoselatitudeiscl-_.st.,_'..:..Orbit
:leter,,_i_ation, using radio doppler da_a _- ._. ,'., affected
This correction, multiplied by the orbital stay time of N bvDLA's .ear zer3degrees. ,.
revolutions, must be considered in determining a biased launch
time and, hence, the fight ascension of the launch site at The spacecraf_ oriental:on in the f.,: ' ._ weeks is often
i lift.off: determined by acompromise bev_een ",m,_,_uni:ation(antenna
. poiating) ana solar heating constra,r_s. The Sun-spacecraft-
.:. OtLEF = "L + _ X N , deg (27) Earth (SPE) angle, defined as the an_.-: b_,tween the outgoing
V.infinity vector and the Sun-to-Eat_t_ direction, is very
useful and is presented in the plots u_der the acronym ZALS.
5. Dogleg ascent. Planar ascent itas been conqdered exclu- It was defined in the discussion of Fig. 16. This quantity has
sively, thus fax. Reasons for performing a gradual powered many uses:
plane change maneuver during ascent may be many. Inability
to launch in a required azimuth direction because of launch (1) If the spacecraft is Sun-oriented, ZALS equals the
site constraints is the prime reason for desiringa dogleg ascent Earth cone angle (CA), depicted in Fig. 19 (the cone
profile. Other reasons may have to do with burn strategies
or intercept of an existing orbiterby the ascending spacecraft,
especially if its inclination is less than the latitute of the
PLANET "launch site. Doglegs are usually accomplished by a sequence of _
out-of-planeyaw turns during first- and second-stagebum, (SUN)
optimized to minimize performance loss and commencing as
soon as possible after the early, low-altitude, high aerodynamic
pressure pha_ of flight is completed, or after the necessary
lateral range angle offset has been achieved.
By contrast, powered plane change maneuvers out of
parking orbit or during transplanetary injection are much less
efficient, as a much higher velocity vector must now be rotated
CONEthrough the same angle, but they may on occasion be opera.
tionally preferable. ANGLE
As already discussed, a special geometric situation develops
whenever the departure asymptote declination magnitude
exceedsthe latitude of the launchsite, causinga "split azi.
muth" daily launch window. Figure 13 shows the effects of _
asymptotedeclination and rangesafety constraintsupon the ,,
In,inch problem. As the absolute value of declination increases,
it eventually reaches the safety constraint on azimuth, prevent. ,.
ing any further planar launches. The situation occurs mostly
early and/or late in the mission's departurelaunchperiod,and TO _1 ANGLE




TheShuttle-era SpaceTransportationSystem(STS), includ- (CANOPUS)
ing contemplatedupperstages,is capableof executingdogleg
operations as well. These would, however, effectively reduce /
the launchvehicle'spayload(or Ca) capability,asthey didon
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angle of an object is a spacecraft-fixed coordinate, Applications, Inc. (SAI) study (Ref. 10) points to some of
an angle between, the vehicle's longitudinal-Zaxis and the techniques avai!able, such _s passive wait for natural
the ot)je-_:_.rect_on). eqgiurnent of the continuously regressing space station orbit i
_; (2) The Sun.phase angle, 4_s (phase angle is the Sun-object- plane (driven by Farth's oblateness) with the required :V-ir_rinityvector, or the utilization of 2- and 3- impulse man-
spac,=craft angle) describes the state of the object's euvers, seeking t ) perform spacecraft plane changes near the
ulsk lighting: a fully lit disk is at zero phase.. For the apogee of a phasing orbit where velocity is lowest and thus
=) E,_rth (and Moon), several days after launch, the sun- turning the orbit is easiest. These two approaches can be
phase angle is: combined with each other, as well as with other suitable _
• f
4)s = 180 - ZALS (28) maneuvers, such as: !!
! •(1) Deep space propulsive bums for orbit shaping and
(3) The contour labeled ZALS = 90° separates two rate- phasing, _
: gories of transfer trajectories-those early departures
that first cut inside Earth's orbit, thus starting out at (2) Gravityassist flyby, including Earth return AVEGA, :o/
negative heliocentric true anomalies for ZALS > 90°, (3) Aerodynamic turns at grazing perigees or at inter- :
and those later ones that start at positive true anoma- mediate planetary swingbys, and i'
lies, heading out toward Jupiter and neverexperiencin 3
the increased solar heating at distances of less than (4) Multiple revolution injection bums, requiring several
I AU for ZALS < 90°. low, grazing passes, combined with apogee plane change
maneuvers, etc.
7. Post-launch spacecraft state. After the spacecraft has
departed from the immediate vicinity of Earth (i.e., left the All of these devices can be optimized to permit s'.tisfactow
Earth's sphere of influence of about 1-2 million kin), it moves orbital lat'aches, as well as to achieve the most degrable condi-
on a heliocentric conic, whose initial conditions may be tions at the final arrivalbody. In general_space launch _dvan-
_! approximated as tages, such as on-orbit assembly and ¢hecko_;t of payloads and i
clustered multiple propulsion stages, or orbital construction of" i
Vs/c = VL.aRTH+ V (_9) bulky and fragile subsystems (solar panels, sails, antennas,
•adiators, booms, etc.) will, it is hoped, greatly outweigh the "
: Ks/c = R_,4RT_ + Vs/¢ × At (30) significant deep-space mission penalties incurred because of
the space station's inherent orbital orientation incompatibility
with departure requirements.
where R and V of Earth are evaluated from an ephemeris at
,_ time of injection and At represeats time elapsed since then (in
seconds). The V,, vector in EME50 _artesian coordinates can D. Planetary Arrival Synthesis
be constructed using C'V/_3L= V, DLA = _=, and RLA = c_=
in threecomponentsasfollows: The planetary arrival trajectory designproblem involves
satisfying the project's engineering and science obj,..ctives at
V. = (V × cos_ X cos6, V X sina= X cos6, the targetbody by shapingthe arrivaltrajectoryin a suitable ".
manner. As these object!yes may be quite dtvers_, only four
V X sin 6) (31) illustrative _enarios shall be discu°._sedin this section-flyby, .,
orbiter, atmospheric probe, and, to a small extent, lander
8. Orbital launch problem. Orbital launch from the Shuttle, missions.
from other elements of the STS, or from any temporary or
permanent orbital space station complexes, introduces entirely 1. Flyby trajectory design. In this mission mode, the arrival
new concepts into the Earth.departureproblem. Some of trajectoryis not modified in any deterministicway at the
the new constraints, already mentioned, limit our ability planet-the originalaim point and arrival time are chosento ?.
to launcha giveninterplanetarymission.The slowlyregressing satisfy the |argestnumberof potentialobjectives,longbefore-
spacestation orbit (see Eq. 25) generallydoesnot contain hand.
the V.inf'mlty vector requiredat departure.Orbit lifetime
or other considerationsmay dictatea spacestation'scrbital This processinvolvesthe choice of a_val date to enmre
altitude that may be too high for an efficientinjectionburn. dedrablecharacteristics,such as the valuesof the varial_les ;'
Innovative departure strategies are beginning to emerge, VHP, DAP, ZAPS, etc., presented in plotted form in the data _,







DAP, the planet-equatorialdeclination, 6, of the incoming 1 1
= -- = (33)
asymptote,i.e., of the V-inf'mityvector,providesthe measure cosp e V2 r
of d_e minimum possib!e inclination of flyby. Its negative is l + " p
also known as the latitude of vertica_impact (LVI). /_p
Tht. magnitudeof V-inf'mity,Vt-IP= IV.I, enablesoneto VHP also enablesthe designerto evaluateplanetocentric
control the flyby turn angleA_ be:weenthe incomingand velocity,II, at anydistance,r, on the flyby hyperbola:
outgoingV vectorsby a suitablechoiceof closestapproach
(C/A) radius,rp (seeFig.20): / 2 pp V2
V = _/ ---7- + .. ,km/s (34)
A_ = 180-2P, deg (32) I
In the above equations, pp (or GMp), is the gravitational param, i
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• , Mother pair of significant variables on which to base TARGET B-PLANE,
' arrivaldate selection me ZAPSand ZAPE-the anglesbetween l TO INCOMING '1_
_ V-inf'mity and the planet-to-Sun and -Earth vectors, respec- ASYMPTt_TE PARALLEL TO
_" _ INCOMING
I planet during the far-encounter phase for a Sun- or an Earth.
• orientedspacecraft,in that order, gAPS alsodeterminesthe
i phase angle, d)s, of the planet's solar illumination, as seen by
tt,_"spacecraft on its far-encounterapproach leg to tiAeplanet: -'_---......
*s = ]8°- ZAPS (35) """ .
t
__'! Both the cone angleand the phaseanglehave alreadybeen
=.! defined and discussed in the Earth departuresection above.
"-_ N " ,m_." _FIID B JHYPERBOLIC
• i The flyby itself is specified by the aim point chosen upon
_ N _ t, I PATH OF
the arrival planet target plane. This plane, often referred to X _ _ "_J SPACECR_AFT: as the B-plane,is a highlyusefulaim point destg.,tool. It isa |
' planepassedthrough the centerof a celestialbody normal to X / / ;elM POINTV=, the relative spacecraft incoming velocity vector at infinity.
The incomingasymptote,Le., the straight-line,zero-gravity _ INCOMING ASYMPTOTE
exte.sion of the V-vector, penetratesthe B-planeat the aim ice 'TRAJECTORY PLANE "
point.Thispoint,def'medby thetargetvectorB in theB-plane,
is often described by its two components B • T and B • R, -'
where the axes _ and R form an orthogonal set with V,. The B MISSPARAMETER,BIS
:_ 'r-axisis chosen to be parallelto a fundamentalplane,usually (TARGET VECTOR)
"r' the ecliptic(Fig.21) oralternatively,the planet'sequator.The 0 AIM POINT ORIENTATION
.. magnitudeof B equalsthe semi-minoraxisof the flybyhyper- _ PARALLELTO INCOMING ASYMPTOTE,Vo=
bola, b, and can be related to the closestapproachdistance, T PARALLEL TO ECLIPTICPLANE
alsoreferredto astheperiapseradius,rp, by AND l TO
t 1 , km (36) Fig._1. Definitionof tatb'_tor arrivalBtdane coordinate=--gP 1+
or The two systems of B-plane T-axis def'mitioncan be recon-
/Jo ///Jp \2 _1/2 ciled by a planar rotation,-A6, betweenthe ecliptic 9-and
//--/ I
. rp = V2. + \ _V2"I +IBi 2 ,km (37) R-axes and the _' and _:axJs orientations of the equator -;[ based system :
The direction angle 0 of the B-vector, B, measured in the" sin (a. - _EP) ic target planeclockwisefromthe T-axisto theB-vectorposition tan A0 =
can easilybe relatedto the inclination,i, of the flyby trsjec- cos6,. X tan 6Ep - Sin _=, X COS(Or,, - O.Ep) .
,1_ tory, providedthat both 8. (DAP) andthe T-axis,fromwhich (39)
O ismeasuredclockwise,are defined with respe_;tto the same
fundamentalplane to which the inclinationis desired.For a w'.=ere ,.
', system based on the planet equator (Fig. 22):
aEp and 6aa, are fight ascension and declination of the
t COS ipE Q -- COS OpE q X COS _**PK'(_ (38) ecliptic pole in planet equatorial coordinates• For SaturnJ using constants in Section V: ,
=" t"
which assumes that Oj,_Q is computed with the T-axisparallel e_.p : 265.5266. 6_p = 61.9532, deg ,_
to the planetequator(i.e., T/,EQ: V. X =I_LEpEQ),not the ;'
eclipticj as is frequently assumed (TEes, V, X POLEEcL). og. and 6. are RAP and DAP, the directions of incoming _ -.
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TECL = V= X PECL
TpEQ = V=_X PPEQ
_uz= 90 - [(¢xEp- 901 - (as - 180)] = a= - aEp
A0= ARCTAN [SIN Aod(COS6oox TAN 6Ep - SIN 60ox COS_az)]
Fig.22. TwoT-axisdefinitionsinthe arrivalB-plane
The correction,30 is appliedto a 0 anglecomputedin the periapse,at the entry point of a probe,or generallyat any
ecliptic system as follows (Fig. 22): position r (subscript S = Sun, could be replacedby E =Earth,
if desired), (see Fig. 24):
Op_,Q= OecL + AO (40)
cos% =-os x cos s- sin8®xsin s
The ecliptic 'r, _CL axes,however,have to be rotatedby -;
-&8 (clockwisedirection is positivein theB-plane)to obtain X cos(ETsP- Os/c) (41)
planet equatorial T, P_PEQcoordinateaxes.TheB-magnitude
of anaim point in eithersystemis thesame. where
The projectionsof the Sun-to-planetand Earth.to.planet OSlc = the aim point anglein the B-plane,must be with
vectorsinto the B-planerepresentaim point loci of diametric respecto the same9, asETSP.
SunandEarthoccultations,respectively,asdefinedin Fig. 23.
TheB-plane0.angles(with respectto TEes,axis)of thesevari. /3= = the arrivalrangeanglefrom infinity (a positionfar :_
ablesarepresentedand labeledETSP and ETEP,respectively, out on the incomingasymptote)to the point of
interestr (Fig. 25). '._in the plotted missiondata. In additionto helpingdesignor
else avoid diametric occultations, these quantities allow The computationof the arrival range angle, /_, to the
I computationof phaseangles,¢1, of the planetat the spacecraft positionof thedesiredeventdependson its type, asfollow,. ._
=11




ARRIVAL SUN(OR EARTH) TO |. At flyby per[apse,(_. ;) 90 deg):
: B-PLANE
-1
cos _. = cos(-v) = (42)
vLI+-- :_
SHADOW Pp
(SUN OREAE_TH) (rp is periapse radius), i
2. At given radius r, anywhere on the flyby trajectory !
(.-ee Fig. 25):
/l. =-v +_ (43) "
v should be computed from periapse equation,
Eq. (42) _ at • can be obtained fxom (-v • vr • + :,
p., vr has negative values on the incoming branch):
.cosv = (44)
1+ ---_-p/
TO SUN 3. At the entry point having a specified flight path angle
(OR EARTH) R "YE(Fig. 25):
Fig. 23. Definition of approach oriantational
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wherevE is the trueanomalyat entry, shouldalways occultations,requireclosecontrolof arrivaltime. The number
be negative, and can be computed if entry radius and of satellites passed at various distances also depends on the
altitude, rE --rsu_.. + hE and 7E, the entry angle, are time of planet C/A. These fine adjustments do, however,
known: demar,d arrival time accuracies substantially in excess of those
[ roV2" _ provi:led by the computational algorithm used in this effort, ,W ! 2 + -- -I which generated the subject data (accuracies of I-$ rain for "
rE \ lip ] events or 1-2 h for encounters would be required vs uncertain-
cos s,_.= • V_ \ (46) ties of up to 1.5 days actually obtained with the rectilinear :
(l+-_p) impact pseudo-state theorem). NumericaUy searched-in inte-, grated trajectories, bas d on the info mation p es nted as a
first guess input, are mandatory for sucb precision trajectory •
whereas the fictitious periapse radius rp for the entry, work
to satisiy "rEat rE, is equal to
Preliminary design considerations for penetrating, grazing, ,_
(_u__2)I. /_ (V2- / ( V2 re)] °r av°idin8 a h°st °f planet'centered fields and particle struc"
| rp = l + + re cos21,e 2 + - tures, such as magnetic fields, radiation belts, plasma tori, ring
=[ _/ap/ /ap and debris structures, occultations by Sun. Earth, stars, orsatellites, etc, can all be presented on specialized plots, eg,
(47) the B-plane, and do affect the _ice of suitable aim point!
and arrival time. All of these studies require the propagation
The B value corresponding to this entry point can be com- of a number of flyby trajectories. Adequate initial conditions
puted from Eq. (36), while the 0 angle in the B-piane would for such efforts can be found in the handbook as: VHP (F.)
depend on the desired entry latitude inclination, Eq. (38), or and DAP (6) already defiued, as well as RAP (%,), the :
phase angle, '_q.(41). planet equatorial right ascension of the incoming asymptote
(i.e., its east longitude from the ascending node of the _'.anet's r
The general flyby problem poses the least stringent con- mean orbital plane on its mean equator, both of dalte). The
straints on a planetary encounter mission, thus allowing designer's choice,el the aim point vector, either asa and 8, or
optimization choices from a large list of secondary parameters, as cartesian B • T and E • R, completes the input set. Suitable (
such as satellite viewing and occultation, planetary fields and programs generally exist to process this information.
particle in situ measurements, special phase-angleeffects, etc.
2. Capture orbit design. The capture problem usually
A review of the plotted handbook variables,requiredin the involves the task of determining what kind of spacecraft orbit
phase-angle equation (Eq. 41), shows that the greatest magni- is most desired and the interconnected problem of how and at
tude variations are experienced by the ZAPS angle, which is what cost such an orbit may be achieved. A scale of varying
strongly fiight-time dependent: the longer the trip, the smaller complexity may be associated with the effort envisioned-an
ZAPS. For low equatorial inclination, direct flyby orbits, this elliptical long period orbit with no specific orientation at the
implies a steady move of the periapse towards the lit side and, trivial end of the scale, through orbits of controlled or opal-
eventually, to nearly subsolar periapsesfor long missions. This mized lines of apsides (i.e., periapse location), nodes, inclina.
also implies that on such flights the approach legs of the ira- tion, or a safe perturbed orbital altitude. Satellite G/A-aided
: jectory are facing the morning terminator or even the dark capture, followed by a satellite tour, involving multiple utel. :
side, as trip time becomes longer, exhibiting large phaseanf)es lite G/A encounters on a number of revolutions, each designed '
(recall that phase is the supplement of the ZAPS angle on to achieve specific goals, probably rates as the most complex
the approach le8), This important variationis caused by a grad- capture orbit class. Some orbits are energetically very difficult
: ual shift of the incoming approach direction, as flight time in- to achieve, such as close circular orbits, but all require sllptifi- '
creases, from the subsolar part of the target planet's leading cant expenditures of fuel. As maneuvers form the background
hemisphere (in the sense of its orbital motion) to its antisolar to this subject a number of useful orbit design concepts shall
be presente(l to enable even an unprepareduser to experimentpart.
with the data presented.
The arrival time choice on a very fine scale may greatly
depend on the desire to observe specific atmospheric/surface The simplest and most efficient mode of orbit injection is
features or to achieve close encounters with specific satellites "acoplanar burn at a common periapse of the arrivalhyperbola
of the arrival planet. Passages through special satellite event and the resulting capture orbit (Fig. 26). The maneuver A V





2 #p /2 Pb X rA A plot of orbit inmrtion _V required u a function of rp and
AV = V_ + ...... , km/s (48) P (tatn8 Eq. 50) is presented in Fig. 27. The tpoapm radiusof
rp _/_ (rA + _) inch an orbit of given pedod would be
The orbital period for such an orbit, requiringknowledge 3/2/_, X pa
of periapse and apoapse radii, rpand rx , is rA • v w2 - rp , km (51)
\/r'--:"l e...oo,o,,0 ., .o.o.,--,P = 2n ,s (49) orbitinsertionAV isobtainedforthelowestvalueofrp,the
lo_estperiodP,andthelow.t V. of•n_,
If on the other hand, a known orbit period P (in seconds)
is desired, the expression for AV is Of some interest is injection into circulgr capture orbit%•
special cue of the coapt4dtl insertion problem. It can be
/ / /,2/A, X ._= shown (Ref. 9) that an optimal A V exists for ln.rtion into2 #o 2 #p --'P---/(50) orbits, which would -•quire a specific radius:












HYPERBOLA _l _ ,,_ COTANGENTIAL ,
". / BURNPOINT '_
ORBITCOTANGENTIALpERlAPSE/ _ vE'_\ \ COAPSIOAt BURN ."AND PERIAI_E OF _t
HYPERBOLICPERIAPSE\ ITS CAPTURE ORBIT _.
Fig, 26, Col_Idal endeotanllentlalupture odlit tmenion Ileometrkn .,
1983019771-034




I Aco., one can solve for the hyperbolic periapse rex and the8t 1oRS v .- rp- burn radms r using selected values of true anomaly at hyper-
[ [ /,'_ bolic burnpoint vH and its capture orbit equivalentNOTE: COMMON
7 _PERIAPSE ORBIT_ -
*//
-_ MANEUVER rp - 5 RS PE -- VH t" A% (55)
- I c)
o e-,RS-..ooo, ,f)<_ I I utilizing the following three equations (where E and H standz s * for elliptic and hyperbolic, respectively):
= .//
-Z_ _i/:l'Jf/_#" d I PERIAPSERADIUS sin _ tea PP + 2 X (rA - rp) •
" o IRS - (56) =
,- o, ( :)o :__'__ . ,.- CA,TURS 2rA rp 1 + re" " ':Z 2 _ ORBIT _ )
m 1 and :
ol
, ,., ,o ,s
ARRIVAL V=. knn/l 'CA. I)"--_p .
Fig. 27. Coapsidalcaptureorbit insertionmaneuverAV r = (57)
requirementsfor Saturn(usingEq.50) / rCA V2 \
t] cos,,..Il
2/_r "
rco = _ (52) = 2 rA (58)
" (rx+-- 1)+(_-_- - l)cos_, ewhile the corresponding optimal value for A V would be rp
v
AVco = _ (53) The procedure of obtaining a solution to these, equations is
iterative. For a set of given values for rx, rp, and an assumed
Frequently the orbital radius obtained by use of Eq. (52) is AO_, a set of vH and v_., the hyperbolic and elliptical burn
; incompatible with practical injection aspects or with arrival point true anomalies which would satisfy Eqs. (55-58) can
: planet science and engineering objectives, be found. This in turn leads to r, the maneuver point radial 'J ',
distance, and hence, AV (Eq. 54). A plot of A V cost for a set
A more general coplanar mode of capture orbit insertion, of consecutive A copchoices will provide the lowest A V value
requiring only tangentiality of the two trajectories at an for this maneuver mode.
" arbitrary maneuver point of radiusr common to both orbits,
Fig. 26, requiresa propulsive effort of For an optimal insertion into an orbit of an arbitrarymajor
axis orientation one must turn to the more ger_eral, still co-
/v2pp/21_p(rA+rp_r) planar, but intersecting (i.e., nontangential burn point) man.
AV= _+_ -
r r (rA ;"_rp) (54) euver (see Fig. 28). It provides sufficient flexibility to allownumerical optimization of AV with respect to apsidal rotation,
A%.
It can be clearly seen that by performing the burnat periapse
the substitution r = rp brings us back to Eq. (48). A more appropriate way to define apsidal orientation is to
measure the post-maneuver capture orbit periapse position
The cotangential maneuver mode provides nonoptimal con- angle with respect to a fixed direction, e.g., a far encounter
trol over the orientation of the major axis of the capture orbit, point on the incoming asymptote, -V,, thus defining a cap-





















APPROACH [ _ NOTE:E = ELLIPTIC
| HYPERBOLA / H= HYPERBOLIC ;
PER_APSE.rp i VARY: rA ;_ rCA ;_ 0.
I PROVIDED rs IS AVOIDED.
[ OPTIMAL BURN AV
1STBURN POINT REQUIRES rCA ;_ rp.
OPTION
':! Fig.28, Colplidll andinterlectingcaptureorbit inlertiongeometries
where
O. = X rp X rcA [21_ * rcA V2. ] +
(60)
Taken from Ref. 9. theexpressionfor theintersectingburn
&Vis:
r - planet-centeredradiusat burn, rA ;= r ;_ rCA.




' OF POOR QUALITY _.
{
rcA = closest approach radius of flyby hyperbola where
= flag: 8 = +1 if injection occurs on same leg n = _ , mean orbital motion, rad/s (63) '
(inbound or outbound) of both hyperbola
and capture ellipse, 6 = -1 if not.
rA+rP :_
a = _ ,semi-major axis of enipitical orbit, km (64)
It should be pointed out that Eq. (57) and (58) still apply
in the intersecting insertion case, while Eq. (56) does not 2 r4 rp
- , semi-latus rectum of elliptical orbit, km (65)
(as it assumesorbit tangency at burn point). P rA + rp
t
" Rs = Saturn's equatorial surfaceradius, km :
The evaluation of intersecting orbit insertion is more
straightforward than it was for the cotangential case. By "/2 = Saturn's oblateness coefficient (for values seeSection V on constants).
assuming V. and orbit size (e.g., V. = 6 kin/s, rp = 3 RS, P =
160 days, a typical capture orbit) and stepping through a For the example orbit (3 X 186.5 RS) used in Figs. 28
set of valuesfor vE, the capture orbit burn point trueanomaly, and 29, if near equatorial, the regression of the node and
one obtains, using Eqs. (57-60), a family of curves, one for advance of pertspse, computed using Eqs. (61-65), would
each value of RCA, the hyperbolic closest approach distance. amount to a negligible -0.58 and +1.15 deE/year, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 29, the envelope of these curves provides the For contrast, for a grazing (¢ = 60,330 kin) low-L_clination,
optimal insertion burn AV for any value of apsidal rotation near-circularorbit, the regressionof the node would race along
ACO desired. The plot also shows clearly that cotangential and at -50.8 deE/day, while periapse would advance at 101.7 deE/
apsidal insertion burns are energetically inferior to burns on day, i.e., it would take 3.54 days for the line ofapsides to do
the envelope locus. For the same assumed capture orbit, a a complete turn.
family of optimal insertion envelopes, for a range of values
of arrival V, is presented in Fig. 30. It _ould be noted that _ = 0 occurs for i = 90 deg, "Nh_le
co = 0 is found for i = 63.435 deg. Sun.synchronism of &¢
The location of periapse with respect to the subsolar point node is achieved by retrograde polar orbits, e.g., 3 RS cir-
is of extreme importance to many mission objectives. It can be cular orbit should be inclined 91.76 deg.
• controlled by choice of departure and arrival dates, by _V
expenditure at capture orbit insertion, by an aerodynamic 3. Entry probe and lander trajectory design. Entry tra-
' maneuver during aerobraking, by depending on the planet's jectory design is on one hand concerned with maintenance of
motion around the Sun to move the subsolarpoint in a manner acceptable probe entry angles and low relative velocity with ..
optimizing orbital science, or by using natural perturbations respect to the rotating atmosphere. On the other hand, tl,'_
and making a judicious choice of orbit size, equatorial inchna- geometric relationship of entry point, subsolar point and
tion, i, and initial argument of periapsis, Wo, such as to cause Earth(or relay spacecrazt) is of paramount importance.
regression of the node, _, and the advance of periapsis, cb,
both due to oblateness to move the orbit in a desiredmanner Lighting during entry and descent is often consid-,red the
or at a specific rate. Maintenance of Sun-synchronism could primary problem to be resolved. As detai_.edin the flyby and _
provide constant lighting phase angleat Deriapse,etc., by _ome orbital sections above, the choice of trip time affects the value ,
or all of these techniques. For an elliptical capture orbit of the ZAPS angle which in turn moves the entry point for '
(Fig. 31) longer missions closer to the subsolar point and even beyond,
towards the morning terminator.
Landers or balloons, regardless of deceleration mode,
-3 R.s, 180
_ = --_ X p2 cos i X yr , deg/s (61) prefer the morning tenn_aator entry point which provides a :_ii better chance for vapor-humidity experiments, and allows a _
ii longer daylight interval for operations following arrival. _
3 R_ n J2 The radio-link problem, allowing data flow directly to :!
c_ = _- × p2 (2 - (5/2) sin2 0 × 180 deE/s Earth, or via another spacecraft in a relay role,is very complex.
n ' It could require studies of the Earth phase angle at the entry










RUEANOMALY ADVANCEOF A differentchoiceof strategycouldbeto follow a contour
PERIAPSE line of somecharacteristic,suchasDLA or ZAP. One could
w also follow the minimum value locus of a parameter, e.g.,
C3L (i.e., the boundary between Class 1 and 2 within Type I
LINEOF or II) for each launch date, throughout the launch space.
APSIDES
Fundamentally different is a launch strategy for a dual or
ELLIPSE
•_ multiple spacecraftmission, involvingmorethan one launch,
: 6o either of which may possibly pursue divergent objectives. As
an example, Fig. 32 shows the Voyagers l and 2 launch str_t-
egy, plotted on an Earth departure vs Saturn arrivaldate pk,.
A 14-day pad turnaround separation between launches was :_
to be maintained,a 10-dayopportunitywasto be available
for each laulch, and the two spacecraft had substantially
different objectives at Jupiter and Saturn-one was to be "
Io.intensive and a close Jupiter flyby, to be followed by a
close Titan encounter at Saturn, and the other was Ga_ymede-
OF NODES and/or Callisto.mtendve, a distant Jupiter flyby, as a safety
I (ASCENDING precautionagainstJovianradiationdamage,aimedto continue
!l NODE) past Saturn to Uranus and Neptune. Here, even the spacecraft
departure order was reversed by the strategy within the
:t _/CMOTIONi _2 launch space. ,:
"i REGRESSION
! OFNODE Launch strategies for ecbital departuresfrom a space station
in a specific orbit promise to introduce new dimensions into
' Fig.31. General=ate,Reorbitparametersand precessional missionplanningand design.New conceptsare beginningto
motiondueto obletene, coefficient'/2 (from Ref.9) emerge on ',hissubjecte.g.,Refs. lO and1I.
OCALLISTOINTENSIVE O GANYMEDEANDIO INTENSIVE
studies involving relativemotions of probe and "elayspacecraft DO
throughout probe entry and its following slow descent.
Balloon missions could also involve consideration of a JA,
variety of wind drift models, and thus, are even more complex
as far as the communications problem with the Earth or the
spacecraft is concerned. _
'i 0cI"I
E. Launch Strategy Construction
: The constraints and desires, briefly discussed above, may be _=
! displayed on the mission space launch/arrival day plot as _>
__ being limited by the contour boundaries of C_L, the dates, [ _, :-
DLA, VHP, ZAP, etc., thus displaying the allowable launch ="
.tUNE
space.
Within this launch space a preferredday-by-daylaunch
strategy must be specifiea, in accordancewith prevailing
objectives. The simplest launch strategy,often used to maintain
a constantarrival date at the target planet,resultsin daily ,s,,
launch points on a horizontal line from leftmost to rightmost ,.,
maximum allowable CsL boundary for that a_:ival date, oEc,
Such a strategy makes use of the tact that most arrivalcharac- ,=o
teristics may stay nearly constant across the launch space. ,s ,o ,, a ,. s s,.,..,.''= " 2,AUGUST
Lighting and sat,:llitepositionsin this case are fixed, thus tAu_.oA_E _;






'; _ pOOR QUALITY i
_, IV. Description of TrajectoryCharacteristics vector obtained by vectorial subtraction of the :
Data heliocentric planetary ocbitai velocity from the
spacecraft arrival he'iocentric velocity. It repre.
A. General sents planet-relativevelocity at great distance from _:,
The data represent trajectory performance information target planet, at beginning of far encounter. Can
plotted in the departure date va arrivaldate space, thus def'm- be used to compute spacecraft velocity at any
ing all possible direct ballistic transfer trajectories between the point r oi" flyby, including C/A (periapse) _s- :
two bodies within the time span considere;I for each oppor- t.tnee rv:
tunity. Twelve individual p,ameter.q are contour-plotted.._,,e i
first, C3L, is plotted bold on a Time of Hight (TFL) back- / 2/_,
ground; the remaining ten variables areplotted with bold con- V = x/ V2 + _ km/s
touring on a faint C3L background. Eleven plots are presented
for each of twenty-one mission opportunities between 1984 where _"
and ,...,5.
The individu_ plots are labeled in the upper outer comer 't_g'_7'r3R_ = gravitational parameter GM of
by bold logos displaying an acronym of the variable plotted, $YS7"_4) the arrival planet system -
the mission'sdepartureyear, and a symbol of the targetphnet. Saturn plus all satellites. (For
These permit a quick and fall-safe location of desired informa- values, refer to Section V on
tion. constants.)
B. Definltlon of Departure Vmlabl_ DAP: _-A, planetocentric declination ('Is mean planet
equator of date) of arrival V. vector. Def'mes
: C3L: Earth departure energy (km2/s2); sanle as the lowest possible flyby/orb_t°.r equatorial inclination
square of departure hyperbolic ex_.ess velocity (deg).
V 2 = C3L = V2 - 2 _/RI, where
RAP: a.A, planetoce_,:ric right ascension (vs mean
V/ = aorticinjection velocity (kin/s). planet equator and equinox of date, i.e., RAP is
measured in the planet equator plane from ascend-
R! = Rs + hl, injection radius (km), sum of in8 node of the planet's mean orbit plane on the
surface radius RSVLANeT and injection p._netary equator, both of date). Can be used
altitude hi, where RS_-ART'H refers to togeh.er with VHP and DAP to compute an
Earth's surface radius. (For "alue, see initial flyby trajectory state, but reqt'_iresB-plane :
Section V on constants.) aim point infurmation, e.g., B and 0 (del0. _
= gravitation@ constant times mass cf the ZAPS: Angle between arrival Y, vector and the arrival :
launch body (for values, refer to Section V planet-to-Sun vector. Equivalent to planet-probe-
on constants). Sun angle at far encounter; for subsolar impact ,
C3L must be equal to or exceeded by the launch would be equal to 180 deg. Csn be used with
vehicle capabilities. ETSP, VI-IP,DAP, and 0 to determine solarphase
DLA: /_-c' geocentric declination (vs mean Earthequator angle at pertapse,entry, etc. (deg).
of 1950.0) of the departure V. vector. May ira- ZAPE: Angle between arrivalY, vector and the planet-to- _
pose launch constraints(deg). Earth vector. Equivalent to planet-probe-Earth
RLA: a.L , geocentric right ascension (vs mean Earth angle at far encounter (des).
equator and equinox of 1950.0) of the departure ETSP: Angle in arrivalB-plane, measured from T-axis',
V vector. Can be used with C3L and DLA to clockwise to projection of Sun.to.planet vector.
compute a heliocentric initial state for trajectory Equivalent to solar occultation region centerline
analysis (deg). directio_ in B-plane (dell).
ZALS: Angle between departure It. vector and Sun-Earth ETEP: Angle in :rrival B.plane, measured from T-axis',
vector. Equivalent to Earth.probe-Sunangle several clockwise, to projection of Earth-to.planet vector. ,
days out (del0. EqutvL,-:_tto Earth ")ccultatlon re,ion ¢enterline
C. DldlllMon of JUHvld Vlrlablee direction in B-plane (dei0.
VHP. V, A, r|anetocentric arrival hyperbolic excess *ETSPandETEPplots arebaredon T-axisdefinedasbelaSplu_ld to





V. Table of Co,stants M...
Sm1"ace Orbit
Constants used to generate the information presented are GM, Radius, Radius(*) Period,(*)
summarized in this section, km3/s2 km km days
A. Sun Sat.m 37 931 140. 60.330 - 0.4440278('*)
(Alone)
- GM = 132,712,439,935. km3/s 2 Rings ? - 67,000-136,600 0.204-0.596
RSUXFACf. = 696,000.km (DtoA)Mimas 2.5(?) 196 185,540 0.94242
Enceladtm 2. ± 3. 250 238,040 1.3702
:_ B. Earth/Moon b"yste._ Tet,hys 44. ± 6. 530 294,670 1.8878
GMsysTEs _ = 403,503.253 km3/s 2 Dione 77.(?) 560 377,420 2.7369
Rhea 173. ± 10. 765 527,100 4.5175
Gltt_ARr H = 398,600.448 073 km3/s 2 Titan 8978.1 ± 0.5 2575 1,221,860 15.945
"/2 = 0.00108263 Hyperion 1.(?) 205 X 130 1,481,000 2:._77
REARr H = 6378.140 km lapetus 117. ± 10. 730 3,560,800 79.331Phoebe l.(?) II0 12,954,000 550.45
S UR FACE
I
(*) From Ref. 12
C. SatUl'll _ ('**) For Radio (System lid Saturnrotation rate.
GMSysrEM = 37.940,536.0 km3/s 2 D. Sources
The constants represent the DE-118 planetary ephemeris
J2SATUR N = 0.0164742 (1981) a_d the Voyager-2 Saturn encounter trajectory recon- ,
strucron data (1981) (Refs. 12 and 13). Data for the new
Direction of the Saturnian planetary equatorial north pole small satellites of Saturn can also be found in Ref. 12. Defmi-
(in Earth Mean Equator of 1950.0 coordinates): tion of the Earth's equator (EME50.0) is consistent with
Re/'. 14, but would require minor adjustments for the new
= 38.314 deg, _p = 83.328 deg equator and equinox, epoch of J2000.0.
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YF.AR/MONTH/DAY)
C3L 113.923 1 88/02/21 92/07/t0
C3L 120.593 2 88/06/12 04/04/04
VHP 5.4228 1 88/03/16 94106113
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OF POOR QUALITY' b
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• 1988 EARTH - SATURN 1988 , C3L , ZI:::IPE
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
C3L 117.465 1 89/03/04 93/05/13
C3L 119.469 2 89/06/13 04/04/13
VHP 5.4965 1 89/03/29 95/05/20
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
C3L 120,911 1 90103117 94104104
C3L 118.283 2 90106115 04104122
VHP 5,5455 1 90/04/10 96/05/13
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_: EARTH - SATURN 1990 , C3L , DRP 1990
* BALLISTIC TRANSFED TRAJECTORY
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o 93110120 49280.5 :
92102128 48680.5
, LAUNCHDATE





_ , RAP OlumNALl'A_ is
: b Of POOR QUALITY
, 1990 EARTH - S_TURN 1990 , C3L , RAP
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EARTH - SATURN 1990 , C3L , ETSP I_
BALL IST IC TI_ANSFEI_TI_AJECTORY
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b OF POOR QUALITY
1990 EARTH - SATURN 1990 , C3L , ETEP
* BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) .:
C3L 124.074 1 91/03/30 95/03/07
C3L 117.030 2 91/06/17 04/05/09
VHP 5.6024 I 91104123 97104124
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EARTH - SIqTURN 1991 , C3L , DLR 1991
* BALLISTIC T_ANSFER TI_AJECTORY














OF POOR QUALITY ZALS '
b
ERRTH - SRTURN 1991 , C3L , Zl:::ILS 1991 :
BALL ISTIC TPANSFER TRAJECTORY
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. 1991 EnRTH - SATURN 1991 , C3L , VHP
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RAP ommN_._:P; E19 _.
b OF POOR QUALITY '7
' 1991 EARTH - SATURN 1991 , C3L , RRP
* BALL IST IC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
!\
00/l t/12 5 l_)O. 5 ,
• 200.










i" t ORIGINAL PAGI.:I|3 '
P OF POOR QUALITY •
• 1991 EnRTH - SI:=ITURN 1991 C3L ZAPE
BALLISTIC T_ANSFEIR TRAJECTOF_Y
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EARTH - SATURN 1991 , C3L , ETSP 1991 !.
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
|n ,
C3L 126.735 1 92104110 96102119
C3L 115.685 2 92/06/18 04/05/25
VHP 5.6537 1 92105104 98104104
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,_ 1992 EARTH - SATURN 1992 , C3L , TFL !
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ORIGINAL PA(_I_ IllVHP _ pOOR QUALITY
.., b
1992 EARTH - SATURN t992 , C3L , VHP
:o N BALL [ST[C TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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OF POOR QUALITY b
pv
EIqRTH - SI::ITURN1992 , C3L , DlqP '1992
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P _e eoo. QUALll_b!
1992
. !; EARTH - SlaTURN 1992 , C3L , RAP
_, * BALL [ ST [r T_ANSFER TRAJECTORY
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ORIGINAL PACE i_ 8.
OF POOR QUALITY Z_S i
EARTH - SATURN 1992 , C3L , ZI:IPS
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11. ORIGINAL PAGE I8ETEP OF POOR QUALITY
'l
b
"- 1994 EARTH - SATURN 1994 , C3L , ETEP
i_ BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
C3L 12'3.301 1 95105121 99103120
C3L 111.210 2 95/06/28 04/08/28
w J J i, i i ii i
VHP 5.7529 1 95106109 01102107
i ,| -




0RIIIINE P/tGE IS _lILA
OF POOR QUALITY
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b OF POOR QUALITY °
,. 1995
EARTH - St::ITURN 1995 , C3L , VHP
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IEARTH - SATURN 1995 , C3L , DRP
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7. OmG_"ALPAQSI"RAP oF pOORQUALITY
b
1995 EnRTH - SI:::tTURN !_995 , C3L , RAP
II BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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EnRTH - SATURN 1995 , C3L , ZAPS
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:, ORIGINAE PAGE IS
, OF POOR QUALITY





VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
C3L 127.545 1 96106103 I 00105110
C3L 109.842 2 96/07/01 114/10/05
i ii i i
VHP 5.7613 1 96106120 02/01128
L
VHP 5.8146 2 96105118 02/02/16
1983019771-177
1.
L ORIGINALPAGE18 :; OEPOORQUALITY -:
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i, 1 EARTH - SI:::ITURN 1996 , C.3L , VHP
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1996 EARTH - SATURN 1996 , C3L , RRP <
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EARTH - SATURN 1996 , C3L , ZAPS
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[+!i S.
:i Z/_E ommNALpAG_m ++_ OF pOOR QUALITYfi •
-!+1996 EARTH - SATURN 1996 , C3L , ZI::IPE
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.OF POOR QUALITY ETSP :
EARTH - SATURN 1996 , C3L , ETSP 1996 .






1996 EnRTH - 5F::ITURN 1990 , C3L , ETEP
BALL[STIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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_i ORIGINAL PAGE IS
":'_ OF POOR QUALITY





VALL;_E TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
' !
LOCAL C3L [ 124.,.321 1 97106118 01/C_;27
NODAL I C3L 113.787 1 ,_7/07/16 04/12/30
NODAL C3L 108.190 2 97/07/08 04/11/16
VHP 5.7549 1 97/07/01 03/01/24




C3L ORIGINAL PAQ| Ii
b OF POOR QUALITY ,
1997 EARTH - SATURN 1997 _ "_.. , ,.,L , TFL
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" b OF POOR QUALI'i +if'
1997 EnRTH - SIqTURN 1997 , C3L , RLI:I
w. BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTOPY
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_o,,o,,o,i / z._//._-_..,_,,_,'-,-'-,,/vv;
io,,.,,, I I I 7_,..._._i_z_/4_i il v.C.- .,,o.,
o.,o,,. = .-r,_-_ I #lllllll_" I / ' i :
' --_ .'_/./ I /I/I l'l///r_ / / .....l- .
, °"°"'°' t ',, __ ._F/f/ l/ I / _I / / _ .....' ....' '_'_
, ..__,,-- _.17,_1- r/ 1// /// i00/12122 _ ..... '-',1900.5
.- " _,'/l { t t._ l / I ' i I _ i
oo,o_,_ / q'q t t,l t" i <I 1 I I _.! 51700._
99ell/18
















1997 EARTH - SATURN 1997 . C3L , VHP
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R_P ORIGINAl PAQE IS ! i_OF POOR QUALITY
- 1997 EnRTH - SFITURN 1997 , C3L , RRP
< w B_LLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY , "
,,o,,,o _ 1 I 1 I/1/'k/vTx/;1/I_'_ ._,,:_o._
" ' I I I I I 1 X///i/f/f JI _,,o. ' _ "
. 06112131 ' t4 / I/ Y r i i / ! t _,-7 _ -_._00.5 '
I I I I _ A /I / / J" / _ I / '1///_,,._., i
'. 1 I 1 I I A/VV/V//I_ 1/,
_"_"" ! I I.L Z//],,%,K/,/r_-_ '_'_"
I I 1 -W-YJr-)C/y,,/'/" /!/_
: 1 L..Yx A A//FA / / .,,_o._ _. I/ .,_.,05#05#10 _ z _/ l/ /l/ V 2" / _.._j.,,_l_,"---/.j t_.
; I I/k" x ,4/r ,,n /n,- '7-_11 fk,,--; _,-_-¢I X/I/I/X/V VX/'/" _'h17///
o,0,o0_: I _/,iXA .it/l/L,'t.lrT'_t '//-, i'1 "" ._t3_o._>
: ' A/Vl;q_V J//1 '_._ _ '/-,_" i '
• ...o,,o,,_ I / / A/VXXI/11 i J_"_,_ i//1: i _3'_'_c° i _
E '//J/ J/_/ V IL'J_._'I ._' ./,//t / ,_o.
_,o_,o,,,_ ,_, _{ i! U_.'_-I.# 7 / /// /i / _2,_._ i
= , __ ;i.4-:.¢_ Z
• o,,o,,:,._ / I _ I ,/.d/l ] , //_ _/ "_"
_J I --'i_<,,/f I._//_ / !!/ , / /
./_, .- " " -!_ 52100.5
-- o,,o-,,,o-IfklI_ .X;,r/ I I / / / I -
_,ll,:>l i '_'-'_''I LJJFX/// ! , / / /• . _ ,_ _- --. ,51g(X).5
,,.;¢..,',,_c.. / /1_ / !--
,-'- /
oo,_,o_ kit (tl \ , , / ! i / ._l_oo._l
• "-" _" --''--" • i ,_l_O0._
99#05t02 I _ _ i ,51300.5




















VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) .,
{ NODAL C3L 108.580 1 98107116 04112/28 ;
! NODAL C3L 106,880 2 98107111 04112119 ':
\o
VHP 5.7498 1 98/07/11 04/02/06
2








1o.,O,.AL_Q_,_ D_A •OF P OR QUALITY
llP"
EARTH - SATURN 1996 , C3L , DLA 1998BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
o,,o,,_. I I i I I 1 1 I 1 1,4/,_l_.A,.lo./., . ._,6_o.=
o.,o,,o_ 1 I I I I I I I I Y,T"A/Y/,7, "/r X-:_1 I I I 1 1 1 I I/Y'/Z,F/W//IL/_'/,'.'._ ._7o._
I 1 I I _ 1 I I lf/_./_.J/I/_z_.Z_.L/_-_,,I/J/:;T-
o,,.,,. I I I I 1 1 I J/+iiJl_Jl,#//';;_'- _'_"
I I 1 1 I I I/(+.'JB_m,lrJIIYAI'_Y_+!'-_o_,_,o, I I 1 I I I_/L/I//Z/_/_L/L._.._'?'I __Z .s_o.s
I I 1 1 I/VY J/iiil'J"dll, il#i"_lll_-_,!iit ._o._
I 11 1 ZA/!IZAii/VIIII! .,_lli_jr_'_
I llA/I/l_il__._¥.: ._i_:'-i / s_7o.s
, ,.,o_,o,,,o / 1VX _ _lliRilYi_'_,,*_!_"-/l, i t
_o,,o_,_ 1._l_lllV:bl&fi ii y,i_' ._'.-,VilIW__'V-._.l, _o._ I
I _'i A _.'_..,i] i J"All' / / /l /rV V VAI V K..l_%ilr_,lifi'_t/I/ J/ / I ,' _o'_o.si"'°''" vx__l__..,,,_w_u.____'J_+.i,./1Z 1/I/J,illl_,llel_rTII Yl 7_1 / /'
o,,o_,,,, !// ,f' ._ilil_ll_./,//Y IS_']IV-I_:..Z. ,, _,_._o.,17-ZLZV_ll/mkti_'._S_ilIP_'t_RII_I;L'{../!, /I //" ....
o,,o,,_,7 __U.'-,s'._.iil_,¥_l/ll!lli._I/t' _o._>
o,,,_,_qilf.L.:..ivv __#,'-_ili/ilJPi_ ill , II ,_o._
' I ;,._il. I...:--r_Ji Z/I / //1
0,,06,,o I?C'__-_I_V 1/ / / / ,_',o._
O0_ii0il "-: ,"_-'r_-_-mm.-,--_ i/ I1 / l ,_ilii*#o,5
_,_,_ 1_" :-i-_,-i._-,_-_. '<"- "! _,67o._
i i i i i i i I
It l It It It It l It t It t
LIIJNCN DATE











• 000_006 , 5L670,5
LI:IUNCH DRTE






• RAP ow_ PAQtI'-
._ OF POOR QUALITY
i- 1998 EARTH- SI:::tTURN1998, C3L , RI:IP
, BALL[STIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY :,
_'°""_"] I 1 I I I I I 1 l-J/I/VV._//1 _. ,,o.._4<>..,o._,/ I I I I I I I I i_r.4-A/i/Z" _," I I. ;,,#'_"
• °"'°"°'1 I I 11 I I/ I/ i/"z z,,i/ i/" l i_A,/// i_''°' ;
" - ik tl /I /I /v Ii /,
o_,_,,o] I I 1 I [ I i ,,,, _ ,,_-,_, .-_l )'/_
....... / I I I 1 I I I J//t'/IA//I//f J/ /!///._ ._4_o._
11 I III ] I/l/.y_.z_/YYvi ./_._
°_"_'°'1 1 I I I I i-_7"17wJr7iT-F/I : ///If=. I ._ ._o,o._
o,>,o_,,,I I I I 1 I ;/X/1"/V.,I".,4 X IJ I/i ;".;.I,_ _,! I 1 ! I / Z YA/Y" J//t" 11X,<_I/IF._- ,_>.._7o._I i I I I_.k,//I/YA/IIHI ',i/)S#"[_]i/
_ I I I _/J,", __ ,._--k?_._r--7,/1_' ,, . o
.,,..,,oi t i A/v/Ir/v 1,,'/r.4-_,_4-:;.;,_i ,',,,7"J/,oo..,,,_o.,_ ,
_ - I I I V,,t"/f / IX /I /Il Y./"I l;',i-J' XI IX ,
<z:_ I I 1 /I/1/V//Y Y/I/J __L.#7(/:/V//l/ I, [ 0i / I_'_'°'_,_°"°"_'1 I '1 A iv, i_k_t y ;'AI,' _ /
_,l,llVJZ.k_r--Y_'/-W-d-JL,,r;,, ,,o,o.<,
,_,04103106 , • .-_.- r/X , ill <
<_o,,o,,,,,] !--111III/ III _' l,_loZI/I/1/,/1//Y I"='="_1 IIY '.-.f--t4"f"t"c_'_.L,#2/II 7( YXl' V_,'ll_
,, ,,:,i.,,_/t-i /11i_ ""1 ..Y//I_--!/I /I IV II I I i=--_ l__<>._o._
o o :lLJ.....__,.'-"_lq Y IIIAI LV_1D . _ ........ t
o_>,oT,t_ I t " "_" _ r_ 1 /1 II/I / V ,, I1 _ I.,V//Y M ....... ! f1:_ "_.-.I"'1 .JY-.Af_r I ,i )i'111II I ,I -" I _o._
o,,,_,,-,1_.._:y< I _,_)/ tl I/ I11 _ V . II I f !
"_1 I Yi_ I t \ [" ""I I X li II I 't"t "_ 1 ps_oTo.s
o,,o,,o_ I L(; tk,Z ,.'F-- -41 ./[/II II _ [ ! 1 !
, ,_ I lt,",.",l...i,,7._----i"_.il ,t' ,_ _'I''= 1 i._.,0.= .oo,, _ I I -,i:r_ :--k--._.L_--__I/ J,/ I I '
oo,o,,o_1 l l-"_--t--_1"l 1 l |_,,<,-,o, i
It
i i i i i i_ i i i i i _'
LRUNCH DATE








EARTH - SATURN 1998 ", C3L , ZRPS
W- BALL IST IC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
.,o,,,,. .;,1//_'//- / .,,_o.,
,.-/,/ /V, "i" "//" ._,7o._• /
• _,o,,_ / r ,//V J/" /,'//Z
o.,,_,,o ,/!" / /v"l J/ /i/_ ._27o._L
_,,2,o, /_/'/'_'//.// i'p'_ .s ._,,o-,o._
i///,v/,," / ///_,C .:'.2" ..
_10_1l_. Ii_,Z'," / ' I / ' " _ / " "",]//I.I///,I,/ I VA' _, I,,
_/ i I/ //, //_ //1.r __> I t7
o 1
,.,o_1o41lo lll,t /'/ "/ / '
;_ " i /,_ I[,.:,_, ,_I It' /
• i ' _3_?0.
g_,,_,,22 • ! , • _",7'/!//I/!X_
_-. ,/ _ _ _i,";; I // / 7 ,_o._
o_o_ .... /_. _ I / I I I ,n ._a,_o._
--__ ( t "_"- ._'1 ,; /i/i ,I I,,
_:'_ -_.<_-:. ._,J_l'l i _ I/ _ ,, ;_-"
ol,_,l_l .1-_-' '_ _ .;. ,,., .... ._/i'_o._
.. ., &'#l_ I I71 I I / ,,,
o,,,_,_ _\! _ ,7//I _ _I I I / I I _ ._a_o._
,,,,]_'_ .ill'-/ ',, /" ,' ,'' _ , ,I -').
ol,o_,io 1 J_. t t _" . III i I I ._ao_o._
1/11/21 _,lk_-" --.-_-- _ i 1 160 '_18'70.5
" OOo_O06 "'" __ 1670,5
LRUNCH DRTE
i • ' • " =" ' - • l • - • ,7"







- ZAPE ow_ PA_W
:. 5 OF..POOR QUALITY .
1998 EnI_TH - S;ITURN 1998 , C3L , ZAPE
* BALL [ST lC TRANSFER TI_AJECTORY
. _l'/ .," / I / / r_.. I _ '.,/../,
' o7,o6,,9 //i//,'// "-jJ_"
• ,,_I v _ II , I" / /l//',_
//././._.:/_// I I,__. ,
"_,, / //_ // ..-_i,,_-"._-,
, 0
_,o,,,o "21717I//r/v-v,,4 ,d._lL,¢l:_-,_///,/" ._,.7o._8
m / ,F / / / I/_..-_'. "".9./ i / _ / .53270.5
• ,,, , _-- .._--,,_, //
' _-_ / • _ / / / t _._ /__i / / // / I /-j
,.,_. ,,,,,.,,,,
i . , •530"t0.._
io,,.,..,./; , .."/-/,". " ""--"':';'. /;/// //_ , . .,,,,o.,._
": i i_ ,- "-.... I-:::o_,o._t / "_' "-'__/- / / /:/ • .
,./ / / {.__._'/ ' ///I / 1,.
o_,o',,_.,l,, _// , "-';"/! / J 1 / _ t /I,=,
.- ?dr,{//l/ I _ I /I l I/ II l / / LmJ'_ _ +---__ I I/ I/ _ ,'n n n , -"-
_'_ .,_///I_1 I i/ /!1/'// .saz_o._
j ld J I ! r'_ I _,r I ]/ I I/ ,_M01106110 A_=.,_ _ IX I 1 I . "_ / / i --- '520"/0.5
.-.=.._.-,__=, --._,v_.._. I00_05106 " , ; , '516"f0.5
LI:KINCH DRT[
r • i • ' • - ' • • i
_o_=s.S soe_o.5 _o,)_5._, 5to:;o._ ,_o,5.s
L.I:IUNCHJO-2400000,0
T I I 1983019//I ZIU- ----- ----"" "
!10.
ORlelNA[: PAQE I_
OF POOR QUALITY ETSP
b
EARTH - SATURN 1998 , C3L , ETSP















•i VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
,i
NODAL C3L 106,469 1 99/07117 04/12/27
, i
NODAL C3L 106,473 2 99/07/16 04/12/30
VHP 5,7079 1 99107117 04112/24









. RLA ORIGIItAL pAGE IS
b Of POOR QUALITY
t 1999 EnRTH - SATURN 1999 , C3l , RLA
. * BALLISTIt: TRANSFER TRA3EETORY
.> 5 5 " " i
! I 1 I _l-/J"/r/_/)(/,//,,. ._e3o._
_,,,,,,o : 1..1 1 I- YX/f X/rV_ 7 /Y_ II
,, I / I 1 /V Y l/_/fl"Yl J'/_'_ I
o,,,,,_ I I 1/I/;,, vA/!,,"i I I/_/_ 1_
i I __z/t_/:_-/v_/r,'1 _ X,///2 I ,.i_3_- _l:_ :o-,,o,,,o .. I. I/J,'X'.,7'IV J/ I_'1 L#',_ /
' I _4/1/I/,IA/_ V/Q'_ll"L':;':_"h. _,o_o._ '
o,,,o,,, . i b'.,4"/I,4/_,I/UIlW,4Ii_;.,¢-,I J/!/ o
=P_-/--P!_A/ llb., J/,P_diT_.illl/Y j_ :o_.. •,.,o_,o,,o_--- _,__Z].Z]{_[L.,'9.il@lll_lf:._illlm,"TT/ _38_o._
" r,: -----7_iliirlZi_IP,;'://1 /;/oo..,,,,,,,-, i"/' I/IA_.,,dlft/Bll_IF,"2///_..Zjo ._t_>_._
/'t / IV/I/I _ilI".'_'TLLIV ,L,i'/,,r 1 /i'
/ II IAIJ/"#_"U__b_'l/i'/A.,l'_-_ ._,_._
_o,,_,,, I/' i i ,,D_/i O,_e'.'._._iq/'/[,//f I,_..';_I1
_. z_ d _lll_'-_./<e'a_AWlIMrl'v / / /
I 7-1 -F.--._-.@4_,i/ivwIIIII PWil I _i. "_" :
_"'_'_ _..2_l.t",,_ " .,'7/lr("/'_i,.c.._;,.'XI///,// / 7{I// ._a6_._
. :7
--. [
OuOS_Oi , , ,52030.5
i i i i i i i i i i i '
LAUNCHDRTE
ii












ORIGINAl. PAQE iS 6.
-i OF POOR QUALITY DAP
b '
-i
!_I EARTH - SIqTURN 1999 , C31_ , Df:IP \BALL I STIC TRANSFER TI_AJECTOI_Y
0910"t 118 [ 55030.5
;1 08,121;,_ [ 54830._
06106113 - 54630. _
02112122 52630.5
02eo6eo_ 52430._
f 'Olel l/l't 52230.5
Ol/_/Ol : , I. 52030. 5
i i i ::
? LRUNCH DRTE






EARTH - SATURN 1999 , C3L . znps 1999 -,
* 15ALL[ST[C TRANSFER TRAJECTODY ,_
o,,o',,,. .. //7 j///• i////, ._o_o.5 0
_ , //Z/" •54630.5o,,,o,,,, ..,/ / ///J/" '""/ /,// / /,_ _..
1 "/ //,"/ !/_4 .,,,o,o.,_o
" - -'.-- " ..... 53630.5 _
" ,4 °o,ml,_ / I I .._,'_"_",.lll"" / J / / / 1 l. J / ,,o. 5_..,_.5t_._:-i ._71' I//'1i I I ,:
_---_I t..=_,'__',-_ '. _ __;_ _" 4 "_<"
ilil, In.
o,,o,,,ok _ _ .../,7/ ' /]i
oz,_,o_ i KI /!'/I / 5_t30.5 "
_" i i _-_ to.,_ J/ /
Ol/ti/ll I__m'--'.,.._ I I".'1 ,"- i / _1, I 52230,I_ "
o,,_,oi I I l'i_._.-",'- I I 5_o_._
LRUNCH DATE








1999 ERRTH - SATURN 1999 , C3L , ZI::IPE
_ BALLISTIC TI_ANSFEI_ TRAJECTORV
_-i , , , I I ] [ .wAn. i:. I i I ! / ;-. I !I Ill ; °
o8,,2,= 1' [_V_,"_/-_X./'I'/ ./'(.A_J" r548_°._
, I .
ott#o_#13 ' • _ "- _ I lm y A /: l'i x ,- _ /i_,//_._ [ , 1-54630.5
' "" ; " " I '+/, ' .'
. . . 1 .IX X/.V/,I/. . , 7Z_ I ./_,-. ._,_._
o_,1,,2, ,, i _I_,/V VII'/:/I " i/i'/_.'. '..)6/' i :
. , " X I/I iV/:" / l_Z 17_* ' .7..V,' ._23o._>
o,,,,,o ! ../Y,' Z/V,7 i./I IIA'Y-I __.U__
, ,, I /I/ /.4 ill _.'._ I/ /v ...,il_'_; ___,k _ ._iol._to
I I
.... / I i _ _ -- I '-- i
_,,o,22 , , ,,.1,f if I/Y l ,. . A/All..;_ --,. , -_./
, , ,//I Vf/ll V._l_rl £_ /'11 ]I ,_oo. "_°'s oo_,o,,o_ -. ,/// /1///I/1I/,V_I ?_-) /]// /I /
" _.i," ;" ,I //V ,I J(A I/IX .k_.'" .I ,' I I I J'1 ._._t'iO_JlO911"l _e_ IV l I i / A I I II I iaII I _ r _" # / _ t I.I
,-i // / / i ix i __3,_ r I!1 _1 I /JII / ; / / # i i I_ .... .'- tl ........ " "i-"
J _, :, '1 I X III/_1 .'.-._I AI!I'/II I _ li ._o._
, , !1 I I ___ .A__.'_lIT i .
/ / / f / / I/ I ¢1 ... • I/#l # • il • :/ / / / :/ Ii_ /t_ / / / / / / l/ / '-_ ,#t -__E_/ '#__#' /i / - / / / r on >(I"
"-r-s/., ' ¢ / / ' -!_,__ll _._,JV'_¢__/-I-7-.7-1./ / ¢ / _ 53230.5_ "
=o,,o,,,_., , i i I . ..._l--_"'_'__'. I I I_I i.. I I ,,,,I =
ol,olla6 _,i==_._7--"_-?--_-___:p j-_}jr" /1 // // / // -- 53030.51z
:. -_ _ l_. t _ M .J,_'// / / / / / 1 / J'/ '_
-{ ":' "/l ii'l lo_o',lu .="" I;_-_:'_' .i'_/J'_ t -'" '; ,l,li" I /I/ I_ _28_o._• t .,VXI, io2,,_,_ _ " "_ .,",gT/l '..:_'-
" .2"_' ///( ,, / / / ! _ / / ._" _
"" _" ,I i i i.. ._,_o._ :
o_,o_,o_ '._,:{ \ '\ "-- "" ' "_\,\._..___i I I I .,
- :....,/nl / l 1/1"/ . -- .I .522,30.5 ',
01/05101 I -,I-_, _, .-- ,"- I .52030.5
_, LAUNCH DATE
i,' t' , ,
' _.___4, ,4,4 ____,, ._, ', 5 ! 325.5 5 i 350 5 5 i 3'75.5 ;.










EARTH - SATURN 1999 , C3L , I:'TSP
ii X- BALL[ST[C T_ANSFE_ TI_AJECTO_YI-I
°"°"'_ST'- I/ '/ "_/l_ ._t_3o._
.... . "llll- -: A , ,, .,/// 18o.
._ _'I'//_1.. ," ,,7 ',_¢_,
oe,,2,o ....... _X l /_ "!/ / ! '//"X<"-- ._83o._
' o,,o,,,,_ : . /L_./AVi / A 'i_ ? ._,,<>._._>
: : : : "Ai'_,i,4"l/" , I1.¢,'///.,". ,
_,,,,,_, : , . :'i_V_/X XX. 1.1"111l)'/J'_ i:<,., t
ti 'v/l/Z / I,,/.,I/,l/",/ba ._...<-.,O'llOIjl lO
:: :: 1 ,_jl iiv_/ Jl 1111_'I,._" _ _ ._2_1._ ,.
o,,,o,_ : : //li_ ".i_ l / ! IVla_,l .:i,,."_
:., " / '/,,ia / 1,41,-,_//'lIF'. ,.,-_,'._"/ / I._.___"-
I'_106lOl lO'_ AxI !#.,;";_"_W','7
','I_"".lll'-._i_.,_"'iT-l'I " i..i_,.
I I#_ ©. Yl'II_-'7_-
J ,, ..... ,--f _.
1 I _'. / ./i/,d. ill I.
I I ,' / / //_._/ ._.--.'I_ : ._,_>3o._t
I / g ,, "
-7711 I .IA/ V_v_./.'.;.._.,&,,"-"V/I / X / ._o.,
-_'J-/"'_i'll-l'm"'_'i<"'liYil/l/ Iii7 Io,,o,,__r/.';'..-i_.ii_-_llli(.,;'#i' L//I/I/V / ,_. I .,_o_o._
_J,_llillllIll.3//i._.i_--#(/r ,f'_A.'/'5
,,o,,,o-I-Gilt .I,ii,_il./._lj,'q F/I/1_1 _ I Iil ' ,_,o._
o,,,.,.A_O..iI_/li"t'/,4_ # / III i _ _,,._
.._l't'__'<''.,_ _"" '_ ",_ : ./ ,_,_.,ol,o_,_ : : ir/W'Z'itl- /i , , / / ,-- _'_ ,f . ilil
o,,,,,, _e..i_l.ii.,"._.L_.I .-.-' ..
i : ' ";" 'l_' llq.. _ I , _ I_0110_101 I ' illi '1II I[.._,': ...... tl2030._1
LAUNCHDATE










• i ETEP .oe. pOOR QUALITY
b
• 1999 EIqRTH- SIqTURN1999 C3L ETEP: Y f
* BALL ISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
o,,o.,,,_. ! ._.//,I 1,"/A,_ /_/i. ._o_o._
.,,,,_o //,/ i_/ /, ///_,_
'/ vo.,o_,,3 /// //_ ) 'Z_ ._,63o._
_K ,/ 4,_ %" /"
_ ._';4#- .,
" °"'"_ /// _'// _ //_I .,;, _,,o.5
o,,o,,,o "V--,L_'._X/V Y liT IIA_ _ _ / _,23o._
o+,,o,22 I ///XTI'/&/I I/_;_l _L
_'/ //X'/_..,# I ,,li_i/r..-_',_ _ _==.,8_°=_°"o_,o,,_ _ / v.:.¢i',,mU m I'/;'li W._,'%"_i-'- '_1':4_ F,_ " - I//I
,-w ,,, / //, ,, ,,tW,,_,_ll,..Jdh-.,L .. ,4,1oo+,o,,,, ,,, ,
. ., /, //.,/ _F-".t-..'._--7/
->-05/03/01 ;_-' - : / ," _" _-"..'wkO-._,_ --(-(-- .- ) ,_3_,,30..'__
tip i / / I I I / t, ' , J ## i # ¥ I I I l
I _ i A I v # _.,.., -- , -- _3230._
._.,_..... .---,m _._ ,.._ /V /_ifl Y , i I ,._,.
4 IIIIIV K_..',,/_,Dli/l_-_'i_Z v Ill/ ',,,. r0,,0,,26 _.I/ I/ I t_>'.diFK/A_I/1/I/Y AI V ,' / ,_o_o._
,,_';_lniP'_x_! _FX lf X A/ X / / 7--4,. [
o,,o,,,o [_i._.' tt/e.,..<ElI P ,l/"FTI/_' ii/I/i _o._I
-. __ _:r.._,,_q/il p_A_I-.._Xill II F I
o_,,_,_.__ _ 1, .l'/#;ll/lIJlllllJll, ii,'-__/I/ I"_°'_
I.,'/,ll,i_llq_i-il_._Y"21/__l/IZI/ ,.. [
o_,o_,o_ iff'ltll'tJ._,li_il-I_'f'; i7 L7-/ I"_'°'_
oi eI le17 , .,.-,_ _-----:---___l _ _ __,_.'.._.,L J--I I
o,,o+,o, i P--_-'-,-+'._-,,+-,-,_,, ! , l ..,,o,o.,











• ENERGY MINIMA "
DEPARTURE ARRIVAL
VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR MONTH DAY) .:
. C3L 107.816 1 00107125 0510212.2
C3L 113.222 2 00/07/16 05101/08
VHP 5.7258 1 00108112 05101118
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VHP ORIGINAL PAGli IS
.OE.POOR QUALITY ",b
2000 EARTH - SATURN 2000 , C3L , VHP
BALLISTIC T_ANSFE_ TRAJECTORY
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- 9. ORIGINALPAGEIS I
• ZAPE OF POORQUALITY ) •
?
2000 EARTH - SIqTURN 2000 , C3L , ZAPE
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" :: b OF POOR QUALITY ,,
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) 1
C3L 111.261 1 01/08/08 05/09/19
C3L 128.456 2 01/08/06 07/07/18
VHP 5.7077 1 01108131 07/02/14
VHP 5.6529 2 01108103 07/03/21
229





"' ORIGINAL PAGE I_ I_tnJll
OF POOR QUALITY
EARTH - SATURN2001 , C3L , DLR 2001
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ORIGINAL PAOli I_ " .IPIII II
" %l=JMi OF POOR QUALITY
b
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 8.
OF. POOR QUALITY ZAPS
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ZAPE (;f pOORQUALITY 1
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTtIIDAY)
C3L 115.727 I 1 02/08/23 06/07/02
I
C3L 116.339 2 02/12/20 19/07/27
VHP 5.6688 1 02/09118 08103123
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i _P Omm_LPA_Is i! _ i_)oRQUAUTY
i 2002 EARTH - SATURN 2.002 , C31.. , VHP
_ 8ALL[STIC [RANSFER TRAJECTORY
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2002 EARTH - SATURN 2002 , C3L , RRP
* BALLI_TI( TRANSFER TRAJECTORY I
1
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2002EARTH - SATURN 2002 , C3L ZI:::IPS
w BALLISTIC TRANSFEP T_AJECTO_Y
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2002 EARIH - SATURN 2002 , C3L , ZAPE
* BALL [ST[C TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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ETEP ORIGINALF._t_ I:,_; {
b OF PGORQUALITY i
2002 EnRTH - SI:::ITURN2002 , C3L , ETEP
: * BALL !ST [C TRANSFER TRAJECTORY '_
12102113 [ 55970.5 )
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I DEPARTURE ARRIVAL tVALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTH/DAY)
} C3L 120.343 1 03109108 07105121
,i




•t VHP 5.6131 1 03/10/04 08/08/10
•, lal






I•I 2,_ ORIGINALP (;E_:-_ D/.A
i OF. POOR QUALITY _,_ '."
2(;03
: EARTH - SATURN 2003 , C3L , DLI:I
: w BALL IST I C TI_ANSFER TFc:AJECTO_Y
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" 2003 EARTH - SATURN 2003 C31. RLFI i
* BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY 1
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-_.,_ _- _---I_" . _ .
ORIGINAL PP.G'__3 4.
OF POOR QUALITY Z_LSI b
20_
-: EARTH - SATURN 2003, C3L , ZALS








: 2003 EARTH - SATURN 2003 , C3L , VHP
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O_lQtr_LPA_ IS DLAPF POOR QUALITY
ERRTH - SIqTURN 2003 : C3L , Drip 2003
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EARTH - SATURN2003, C3L , ZRPS 2003
BALLISTIC T_ANSFEI_ TI_AJECTO_Y
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' ORIQINALP G_f _SP
OF POOR QUALITY b
EARTH - SATURN2003 , C3L , ETSP 2003
* BALL [ST[C T_ANSFE_ T_AJECTO_i
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VALUE TYPE (YEAR/MONTH/DAY) (YEAR/MONTHIOAY)
C3L 124.700 1 04109122 08105105




" VHP 5.5458 1 04/10/18 10/07/02
















. 2004 EARTH - SATURN 2004 . C3L , TFL
N BALLISTIC TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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ORIGINAL P/_E r'_ t
' RLA oF.POOR_UALITY ;
b
2004 EARTH - SATURN 2004 , C3L , RLFI
* BALLISTIC FRFINSFER TRAJECTORY












2004 EARTH - SATURN 2004, C3L , VHP
W BALL [ST [C TRANSFER TRAJECTORY
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RAP ORIGINAL PAGE 19
b OE POOR QUALITY
2004 EIqRTH - SlaTURN 2004 , C3L , RAP
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